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Holland City News.
VOL. VL— NO.

Holland
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A

HOLLAND, MICH., SATURDAY, FEBRUARY

2.

Mini’s.

YfEKNOS, D. R.. Dme Store. Fine Druga, Meda.t1 Iclnea.Fancy Goods, Toilet Articles and Perfumeries. Eighth street.

y

WEEKLY NEWSPAPER,

V

tU

mm,

CITY

1

OFFICE: VAN LANDEGEND’S BLOCK.

- -

•

-

Druggist& Pharmacist:afull
stock of goodsappertalnlng
to thebusiness
See advertisement.

VV

J2.00 p#r year la aiuaei.

JOB PRINTING PROMPTLY AND NEATLY DONE.

The
Produce, Etc-

®
®
®
Honey, V
....................... ®
Hay, V ton ...... .................8 00®
Unions, bushel ................ ®
Potatoes,
bushel ............... ®
Timothy Seed, f! bushel ........... ®
lb

H., & CO., DealersIn allklndsofFurUliUlVa v/
nlturc.
Curtains, Wall
» tail A
Paper,
capvi^ Toys, Coffins,
Wool,
Picture Frames, etc. ; River street.

ui

MA.
YY

»

EID8RMA J. M.,

A SON. General Dealers in
I\ Furniture A Coffins; Eighth street. See advertisement.

TERMS OF ADVERTISING:

..

|I

a *

$

lb

determination which the Liberal

party in England has arrived at, to insist

Apples, $1 bushel... ........... t 25®
Beans, fi bushel ...................1 20
Butter, V tt) .................... (fp
Clover seed, V bushel .............
Eggs, ¥ dozen ...................

Furtlttiri.

Vi EVER

TSSKS or SUBSCBI?TI01T

—

YT7ALHH HEBRR,

DOESBURG, Editor and Pnblither.

0. J.

-

clues, Paints, Oils, etc.; Proprietor of Dr.
.L Family Medicines;
-—
W. Van Den Bero's
River
St.

PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT

Manoeuvring Before Fighting.

(Our |Harkrt$.

AN PUTTEN, Wm., Dealer in Drugs, Modi-

WHOLE

24, 1877.

upon
Hi

8 50
10
15
7 20
80
65

a policy

of cordial co-operation with

Dalmatia, with an eye
herself in the same

entirely opposed to the policy which England has been pursuing in the East for the

and

so utterly transcends

all ordinary calculation, that it is worth

......................

while considering what

Wood, Staves, Etc,
Cordwood, maple, dry ........... ........ $ 3 00
•• green ................... 2 75

“
“
“

effect

262.

ward the same power. The very fact of
seeing her late enemy ranged against Russia, will draw France to her side, while
Italy, which has designs upon Trieste and

Russia in its action toward Turkey, is so

last forty years,

NO.

camp. We

should

thus have Russia, England, France and
tuly, either

from

or sentiment,

interest

acting more or less together ; while Ger-

many,

their polii leal

able a decision is likely to produce

to

and Turkey would find
necessities forcing them in-

Austria,

so remark-

upon
the Cabinetsof Europe, and lo what new
political combinations it may give rise.

Tunis, will find

to

union.

It is true

that

a

rising in Po-

und might complicate matters,as Gerbeach, ary ................
2 50
*• green ..............^ 2 25
One Houareof ten Ilnee, (nonpareil.) 75 cent*
many
and Austria have their Poles to conHemlock Bark ..................... ®5 25 However,
for ilrnt inaertlon,and 25 centH for each anbacQroeiriu.
are still in ignoranceas to
Stavei, pork, white oak, .............®10 00
sider ks well us Russia; but the danger of
Nuent Inaertlou for any period under three
12 IX) the views of the Government and the
months.
fALIETSTKA,A., Groceriesand Supplies; a Staves, Tierce.
Panslavismwould override every other
ready market for countrv produce; a choice Heading bolts, soft wood ........... ® 3 50
| 3 m. | 6 m. I 1 Y.
3 75 amount of support upon which they
stock always on hand; cor. Eighth and Market st. Heading bolts, hardwood ..................
consideration,
aud these powers might use
5 00
8 00
1 Square ............... 350
Stave bolts, softwood ......................
2 75 reckon in the country. While Mr. Glad8 00 10 00
*2
.................. 5 On
the Poles as allies, and seek for compen3)0
rpE VAARWERK, O. J., Family Supply Store: Stave bolts,hardwood ..............
................ 8 00 10 00 17 IK)
13 stone and the more fanaticmembers of the
a choice stock of groceries always on hand. Railroad tics ................................
sation for concessionsgranted
in
h Column ................. 1 00 17 00 25 00 Blacksmithshop in rear of Store; Eighth street.
Liberal parly
be prepared even to
Grain,
Feed,
Etc.
40
00
25
00
17
00
..............
some
other
direction.
For
Instance, it is
................25 00 40 00 65 00
[Corrected by the “Hugger Mills.)
commit England to such decided action
flwiral Sialn.
not likely that Bismarck would suffer such
® $ 1 45
Wheat, white bushel
Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three
lilies with
bushel.
48 as might involve her in
CO., Dealers In Dry Goods, Corn, shelled
changes.
an opportunityto pass without seeking to
35
I
Groceries, Crockery.Glassware.Hats, Caps, Oats, V bushe
Turkey in alliance with Russia, it is
Business Cards In City Directory, not over three
90
Buckwheat. V bushel
extend the frontiersof the German Empire
Clothing and Feed; River street.
lines,$2.00 per annum.
Ifi 00
Bran, # ton ..........
scarcely conceivable that the good sense
in the direction of Holland.
23 00
Notices of Births, Marriages,and Deaths pub- '•pK ROLLER, D.. Retail Dealer In Dry Goods, Feed. V ton ...........
of the people could be so ut erly blinded
1
30
V100
Ih
All these complications are, in reality,
lished without charge.
Groceries, etc. ; Notary Public and convey100 lb...
1 10 as to encourage such a course.
An Z before the Subscriber’s name will denote ancer; office and store, cor. 9th and Market street. Barley,
due to the extraordinaryand novel posi1 25
Middling. V 100 lb.
the expiration of the Subscription.Two X Z slg4 00
It must be evident to the meanest comPUTTEN G., General Dealers. In Dry Flour, if 100 Tb
tion which England has, since the Bulga»ify that no paper will be continuedafter date.
4 00
Goods, Groceries, Crockery.Hats and Caps, Pearl Barley, $ 100 Tb ..... ........ 3 00
prehension
that Russia would have everyMl advertising bills collectable quarterly
rian atrocities,taken up respecting the
Flour, Provisions, etc.; River st.
Meats, Eto.
thing to gain and nothing to lose, while general question.
Beef, dressed per lb ................... 5 ® 0
she adhered to
Sardvin.
Pork,
fi ® 7
England would have everything to lose her traditional policy, there would have
Lard .................................. 11 ®12
\T AN DRK VEEN, K.. Dealer In General Hard- Smoked Meat ..........................12 ®18
and no . ng to gain from such an alliance. been no Conference,
Russia would
ware; cor, Eighth and River street.
Ham ...........................
9 ®10
Russia would be fighting for territory, not now be tempted by her friendly attiShoulders ......................8
Chicago Si Michigan Lake Shore R. R.
MELI8, Dealeis In Tallow, per lb .................... ..... 7 ® 8
England would tie fighting for an Idea. tude into precipitating a war which inHard-ware, Tin-ware and Farming Imple- Turkeys.
...........................
10 ®I2
ments;
Eighth
street.
The
result to Russia would be to regain volves such vast consequences.It is probTaken Effect, Sunday, December 10, 1870.
Chickens, dressed per lb ................ 8 ®10

we
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lYUFKSEMAJ.A
/

Y/AN

V

and

•*

“

®9

\

Leave
$5.15 a. m.
it

i»

3.10 p. in.

“

'luskejjon,Pentwaler
A Big Rapids. * 5.40 a.

“ “
“
&
“ “
“

m.

p. in.

4.10“

,

P. Zalsman, Proprietor
First-classaccommodation. Free Buss to aud
from the Trains. Eighth street.

I

Llnry a&d Sail Stablii.

5.10 a. m.
3.10 p. m.
4.00 “ “

1

ae.

liOONE A ALBERTI, Livery and Sale Stable.
I > Office and barn on Market slreet. Everything
first-class.

H., Livery and Sale Stable;
Office of Dally Stage Line to Saugatuck. 9th
street, near Market.

In

Wago&tukui a&i BUokiaithi.

JYIJKEMA A BRO., Wagon and

/

ing

i^ake Shore and Michigan Southern R. R.

Shop._ Horse-shoeingaud

done. River

all

Blacksmith

kinds of repair-

Street.

yLIEMAN.

J., Wagon and Blacksmith Shop;
Horse Shoeing and all kinds of repairing
pone. Cash paid for Furs.

F

Taken Effect,Sunday, Non. 21, 1875.

Xirehint Tailori

TO GR'ND RAPIDS.

Express. Mail.
i.xurcdd. Mall.
STATIONS.
A. M.
P. M.
r. m.
A. M.
Grand Rapids. 10 10
7 10
4 15
7 30
Grandville.
9 55
fi 55
4 32
7 44
8 45
8 26
Allegan.
5 45
5 *r
8 16
5 18
6 • 9 41
Otsego.
8 07
5 10
9 19
Ptninwell
7 3.5
4 45
L 9 35 Cooper.
9 .50
Kalamazoo.
7 35
4 40
A.M.
P.M.
A. N.
5 50
.11 30
White Pigeon.
3 "5
r
P.M.
P.M.
A.M.
A.}
8 50
6.00
Chicago.
10 40
6 30
P.M.
A.M.
A M.
P.M.
Toledo.
11 55
8 30
2 40
5 00
P.M.
A.M
P. M.
A. M.
3 40
9 30
Cleveland.
7 40
7 05
P.M.
A.M.
P.M.
F. M
1 15
7 55
4
12 10
.

Buffalo.

YJOSMAN, J. W..
I > In ready made

Merchant Tailor, and Dealer
clothing and Gents' Furnish-

ing Goods.

yORST,

W.. Merchant Tailor. Cloth pnrehased elsewhere, will he ent to order. Rcoairlng
promptly attended to. River street.

V

Worth.
No. 2
p. IU. p. m.
8 20 12 15
7 45 11 45
7 40 11 40
fi 50
11 11
5 45 10 85
5 17 10 15
4 00
9 25

3oicg
No. 4

Qolnff

No. 3
p.

Muskegon
Ferrvsburg

Grand Haven
Pigeon
Holland
Fillmore
Allegan

gusiitcjss

m.

2 00
2 30
2 40

3

13

3 55
4 12
5 00

South.
No. 1
a. in.

8
8
9
9
11
11
1

00
50
00
50
15
45
15

glimtonj.

Attoraeyi.

TTOWARD. M.

8. Burns, W. M.

be among the many

disastrousconse

quenees which England might have

Clover and Timothy Seed on hand at
P. & A. STEKETEE.

counter.

It is

to

en

probable that these consid

erations will cause the public of

Englam

determinedto

Christendomquarrel
and it will not be the

let

over the sick bed;

first time that a doctor

has caught the pa-

it while the inof the fatal counsels of valid has recovered.
Cull at L. T. Ranters for holdiiy floods,
Mr. Gladstone and the infatuation of the
While indicating these combinations as
such as Albums, Toys, Winb Setts, Toilet
party
he
so
largely
influences.
The
Gov
being
likely ultimately to result from the
Setts, and many more articles too numerous lo mention. Prices from 1 cent to ernment, while they will be compelled to phase which is now presented in the kaflO.OO. Be sure and come this week, be abandon the policy absolutelyhostile to leidoscope of European politics, we do
lore the best is picked out.
Russia which a year ago they seemed in not mean to say they are imminent. The
L. T. RANTERS.
dined to inaugurate, will, we think, be ball will open by a passage of arms beJust received Moody and Sankey Hymn able to maintain an attitudeof neutrality tween Turkey and Russia alone. That
Books, or Sacred Songs at
and while abstaining from any support or was evident the day a European conferL. T. RANTERS.
encouragement to Turkey, they will refuse ence at Constantinoplewas decided upon,
Stop at Steketee's and try his 40 cents to commit the country, in any way, to the as we pointed out at the time; and it is exJapan Tea.
aggressive designs of Russia.
tremely probablethat Germany and even

to pause,

Dead Animals.

in

The idea of uot answering the

thereof.

Bknrard Wick.

tient’s

malady and died of

spite

last

Rus

liUTKAUW.. New Meat Market, near corner The question has been for a long time shin note is one which we do not believe
what will you do with dead animals. The the powers can practically adhere to, but
I > Eiehth and Fish Street. A!! kinds of sausages constantly on hand.
undersignedwhose place ofbusinessisnear
it is extremely improbable that they wil
Metz’s Tannery, will hold himself inreadT7TITE. J.. Dealer In all kinds of meats and
be able lo unite upon an identical reply.
inesss
to
remove
all
dead
animals
at
his
IV vegetables;Meat Market on 8th street.
own expense, by simply notifying him Already the divergenceof interestsaud o
H., Dealer in Fresh, Salt,
and Smoked Meats and Vegetables; paper
and twine; 8th street.

Monday, May 29, 1876.

STATIONS.

J.

J.O. Doesburo,Sec'g.

V

Mich! Lake Shore Bail Bead.
Effect,

7 o’clock, sharp.

Meat Mirketi.

yANDERHAAR.

Taken

tion of Turkish territory, both in Europe thoroughlyAustria is chained to ‘‘the
F. Si A. M.
Rkottlar Communicationof Unity Lodok, and Asia, would naturally follow; while a
sick man;” and sooner than lie down and
No. 191, K. A A. M., will be held at Masonic Hall,
Holland, Mich., on Wednesday evening, Feb. Mohammedan revolution in India would be trampled to death by Europe they are

A

21, at

VTIBBELINK. J.

1

05

she had

I 4

fll.20a. ra.
12.15 p. m.
9.45 “ “

RAPIDS

iloticr5.

everything that was wrenched from her able tlmt the public of England do not yet
by the Crimean war; the result to England realize their full scope. There is still ap-

would be to restore whatever advantages parently a lingering hope that Turkey will
won by that war to her enemy, yield; but in point of fact, tbe Turks unI. 0. of o. F.
U
and
she
wou’d ev.-n have to go to the derstand the moves on the European chessFMTY HOTEL. J. W. Mindbhhodt, Proprietor. Holland City Lodge. No 192, IndependentOrder
9.35 p. in.
V' Built in 1873; Furnished Inelegant style, aud of Odd Fellows, bolls Us regular meetings at Odd length of fighting for their restoration.
board better than the masses who sway poFellows' Hall, HollandMich., on Tuesday Evening
a first-class hotel throughout.
of each week.
But, in point of fact, Russia would gain litical feeling in England. They know
PHOENIX HOTEL. J. McVicsr Proprietor: Visiting brothersare cordially Invited.
11.10 a. m.
far more than she lost then, for the free- the complications which their resistance
J. Kiuxeh, N. G.
opposite the C. A M. L. K. R. R. Depot ; good
N. W. Bacon. R. R.
accommodation; building and furniture new.
9.30 p “
dom of the Dardanelles and the acquisi- must inevitably involve. They know how
12.00 p. m.

• Dully except Monday.'
t Mixed trains.
; Daily except Sunday and Mondav.
IW Leave Holland for Gr. Rapids .15 a. m.
ludays only.
All other trains daily except Sundays.
All trains on ibis road, will be run by Chicago
which is *20 minutes later than Columbus

FROM GR’ND

special

ETNA HOUSE.

A

cw Buffalo

Chicago.

i

“

Eotili.

Arrive at
Holland.

Holland.

Grand Rapids.

Had

“ “

V
yAN LANDEGEND A

Truing.

®

.

Hail Hoads.

^ v

them

may

views is beginning to be

felt, and the

geo

Austria will he so
to

guarded iu

the Russian note ns not

their reply

allow any

to

indication to appear of their ultimate poli-

cy. Meantime we may
of Paris

consider the treaty

as torn up, the results

mean war

as

of the Cri-

thrown to the winds, Europe

as released from all the guaranteesto keep

compe the peace which that treaty imposed, and
more definite policy on the part of the various powers that signed It as now
Mi&ufietoriei,Mlllt, Sfcopi, Etc.
Cheap John has come to town again that power than is necessary on the part forming a ring, while the two nations
with his half price store, and offers belter
iEMING. W. H.. Manufacturerof Plows. By bargains than ever before. The stock con- of England. It is in the consciousness o whose quarrel was then supposed to have
improved machinery is enabled to sell the
this divergencethat Turkey’sstrength will been definitely settled, are strippingfor
regularKalamazoo, Plow and
and warrant them, at sists of Hoots and Shoes, Crockery and
lower pr ces than any surrounding town. Plow Glassware,Groceries, Dry Goods, Furni- be found to consist. She knows that an the fight.— W. T. Sun.
points ground to order. 10th street west of River st. ture and Notions. The best Sewing Maattack upon her territory by Russia will
While the bark “Stonewall Jackson’’
chines at less than half price. All goods
split the European powers that have hithof
Boston was on the voyage from New
1 1
buu?hl l,1“t dl> "''l prove s.l Ulactory erto been to a certain extent united. The
can he returnedand money refunded,
for Mowing Machined' cor. lOthA River direct.
York to Yokohama, the Captain sent a'
the old store of J. W. Bosnian.
more England draws towards Russia, the
PAUELS.VAN PUTTEN A CO., Proprletora
CHEAP JOHN. more Germany is forced in the opposite di- boat’s crew to Ombay Island for water, a
I of Hugger Mill*: Slcam Saw an Flour
passenger accompanying them. Upon
Milld.)near foot of 8th direct.
Fine Furniture, Coffins of the finest rection.
landing the men were surrounded by hunFrom the recent hesitationof Russia we
YTERBEEK, II. W.. A CO., Proprietord of the quality and Live Cette Feathers sold very
dreds of natives in a perfectlynude stale.
Holland, Aug.

28,

187(1.

29-ly

graphical position of Austria will
a far

EA„LriDc»Uu!t.i
(

V

Phoenix Planing Mill. All klndd of building material furnluhed at Grand Rapida priced.

w

are inclined to think that, not anticipating

cheap at
2-2

II.

MEYER &

CO.,

the position in which she has since found

The chief seized the passenger and soon

stripped him of his shirt, and the other
herself, she failed before the Conferenceto
Historical Fact.— Erery agent
natives treated the crew in the same manHENRY D., Real EiUte and Ininrance who has been steadily selling the Improved make such diplomatic arrangements with
cMIERBURNE, S. W„ Blondon,Mich., Attorney p08T,
ner, resistance being useless,as the islandI
Agent, Notary Public and Conveyancer; ColO at Law and Notary Public. Special attention lection! made In Hollandand vicinity.
$20 Homestead Sewing Machine for three Germany as would leave her free to act
riven to foreclosure of Mortgagesand collections.
ers were armed with bows, arrows, and
years, owns his dwellinghouse, has a good against Turkey afterwardIn the event of a
Office In the Village of Zeeland at the Store of A.
WALSH. H., Notary Public. Conveyancer, account in bank, is clear of debt, and has rupture of negotiations.The mission of clubs. As soon as they had removed all
Bolks A Bros.
vY and Induranec Agent. Ot&cc, City Drug money at interest,— Hie naiural consethe shirts the natives began a wild dunce
Manteuffer' to Berlin in September has
fpEN EYCK. J., Attorneyat Law and Collecting Store, 8th street.
quence of securing a good agency for suwhich broke up in a free fight for possessAgent. Office In Kenyon's block, 2nd floor,
perior goods at the lowest prices. A good been wrapped in mystery. If Russia on
PbriieUai
River street.
ion of the sirunge linen— some not hesifirst-class Sewing Machine, most useful- that occasionwas not able to extract from
Bakiriei.
tating to seize the knives of the crew.
con and Physic
Physician. Office at reliable at all times, easy to understand
TbEST. R. B., Surgeon
Prince Bismarck any written guarantees
X) his reside nee. Ovcrljsel,Mich.
and control, the same size and does the
Seeing tbe danger of their position the
13E88INK.G.J. A. Proprletror of City Bakery;
tX Confectionaryand cigars; Refreshments lu A NNI8. T. K., Physician;residence, opposite same work as any machines that sell at securing Germany’s friendly neutrality in passenger and second mate drew revolId Hue served on call; Eight!
ighth street.
8. W. cor. Public Square.
four times the price. There is no machine the event of a war, his verbal assurances
vers and fired into the crowd, who became
at any price better,or that will do finer or
BaaUag and Ixcbaage.'
T EDEBOER. B. Physicianand Surgeon: Office more work, and certainly none so low in would amount to nothing; and Prince panic stricken and fled to the woods. The
iJ corner Eleventh and River street apposite
Gorchakoff cannot feel sure of the ultimate
’KNYON, NATHAN, Banking and Collecting, public square.
price by many dollars. The “ Homestead”
crew then ran for their boats and rowed
designs of that astute statesman,
^ Drafvfl bought and sold; cor. Eighth and
is widely known and used in thousandsof
‘ ratreets.
VI ORRIS, 8. L, Physicianand Surgeon. Office*
Now that Russia, encouraged by the back to the ship.
families in the Eastern and Middle States,
ivl over E. Ukbold's Boot and Shoe Store,
and daily becoming popular in the West. strong attitude in her favor adopted by
Booki aad Btatloairy.
Eighth street.
There is considerable talk about colonIt will save its cost several times over in England, and unable to recede from agIzatlon among the negroes in various parts
CR8, L. T. Dealer In Books, Station- OCHOUTEN, R. A. City Physician. Office at D.
one season, doing the work of the family,
r, Cigars,Notions and Toys, opposite O K. Meengs’ Drug Store, 8th Street.
gressive action owing to internal causes, of the South, its latest outbreak being at
or
will
earn
four
or
five
dollars
a
day
for
lg Store, Eighth street.
any man or woman who sews for a living. declares herself freed from all further ob- Raleigh, N. C., and the Missionary organ
Baddlira.
Booti aad Bboii.
It is the strongest machine made, is ready ligations to the powers as stated in her of the colored Methodists in that section,
17AUPELL, H.. Manufacturer of and dealer In at all times to do its work, makes the
», E., Manufacturer of and dealer In
note, Austria at once finds l^erselfthreat- predicts a great emigration back to
Y
Harness, Tranks, Saddles and Whips;
,ind Shoes, Leather. Findings,etc.; Eighth street.
strongest and finest stitch yet invented,
ened with a great danger. It is well- Africa within a year or two. The
and is fully acknowledged as the Standard
Iiwiag Maokiaii.
Family Sewing Machine. Price, com plcie known that the Slavlficationof Turkey is accounts which come from Liberia,
SeaUit.
1/ ANTER8, A M. Agent for Ottawa and Alle- for domestic use, $30, deliveredat your the first stage to Slavification of Austria, however, are not very encouraging, and
atal Surgeon; residenceand ofla gan Counties,for the “Howe Sewing Ma- door, no matter how remote you may re and this means the preponderanceof the
Street, opposite Bnkkcr & chine.” Dealers In needles and attachments.
there seems little to tempt them thither.
side. Businesspermanent and honorable,
Slav element over the German in Europe,
The fact is, the South needs the negroes
with more certain and rapid sales, and
Tobacco aid Clfirs.
aad kidlelaii.
larger profits than any other. Extraordi- a contingencywhich Prince Bismarck will andean support them better than they
T^K ROLLER, G. J., General dealer in Tobacco, nary liberaloffers made to local or travel- never tolerate. If England, therefore,
could get along in Africa; and, as they
lealersIn Drugs. Medicines. X Cigars, Snufl, Pipes, etc. ; Eighth street.
ing agents where *e have none estab- adopts an attitude of benevolentneutrality
Articles and Perfumercome to appreciatethat freedom doesn’t
Eighth street.
lished;, or, if there is no agent near you,
Watcbn aad Jmlry.
toward Russia, Austria supported by Ger- mean either license or laziness, they may
send your order direct to the factory. AdT OSLIN A RUE YM AN, Watchmakers, ewelers,
. Dealer In Drugs and Modidress John H. Kendall & Co., 421 Broad- many will soon be compelled to adopt an be trusted to fiud out that they can’t do
[and oils, Broshes.Ac. Phy- •I aud dealers lu Fancy Goods Kenyon's Block

XI

D., Claim Agent, Attorney and

Hotirr Publics

Notary Public; Kivor street.

An

J

;

icarelully put up; Eighth st.

way,

River Street.

1

New

York.

attitude of armed or hostile neutrality to- better than to stay where they arc.

,

for bonanzas in the shape of Federal offices in

separatesthem from the Roumanians,with the Democratic side in favor of receiving testi- criticised the course of Ji
Justice Bradley for
doomed to disappointment whom a treaty has recentlybeen made tliat mony. At the conclusion of the speeches the taking one podtion {a the
oalp of Florida,
for the present. The Senate Committee on will allow the Russian passage across Moldavia court went into secret session,and. after an and
men,
as
he
charged,
nRvereing
w,d t“fcn> “ hc
Wend 14 In the Louisiand
Walla
chia
to
the
Danube.
Austria
will
ofana
ease,
declaring
that
hia
name
“will go down to
hour’s
debate,
*-*
m
---Territories has resolved not to report the bill
after age* disgraced.Hlr name will be assoc iated
organizing a Tcrrit<»rialgovernment for the fer no objection to her crossing the Danube on
FridaYi Feb. 16.— The followingis a brief
1

4ep,

t{i)lliii|il
HOLLAND

CITI,

the Blagk Hills are

!

adjourned.
i

whose boundariesit
Ax interesting test

rHE NEWS CONDENSED.

of the secret deliberations of the comBalkans and invade Turkey without being com- mission upon the question of\ admitting evipelled to overcome the tremendousnatural obdence in tlie Louisiana case : Mr. Hoar moved
stacles of the Danube and the Balkan passes.
that tin evidence be not received. Mr. Abbott
A London dispatchof Feb. 19, says: “The moved, as a substitute,that evidence lie
man-of-war Valorousreturnedto YarmouthSun- received to show that the act of Louday, after a week’s search for the missing fisher- isiana establishinga Returning Board for
tliat State is unconstitutional,
and the acts
men, which was unsuccessful Twenty-five of said ReturningBoiyd were void.
vestals aud 150 hands were given as lost"
This was rejected by the following vote;
.The announcementcomes from Rome that
Fens— -Abbott, Bayard, Clifford, Field, Huiiton,
it has been resolved tliat any Cardinal mv be
Payne, Thurman— 7. Ways— Bradlev, Edmunds,
and

lies.

W

just been made on the

stage of McVicker’sTheater,Chicago, of a new-

ly-invented fire-proofpreparation for stage

THE EAST.

scenery and properties. The

test, which was
William Greln wrh banged at Pittsburgh made in the presence of a number of city
officials,was every way satisfactory. The
last week for the murder of his batf-brother.
canvas, ns it came from the store, Mazed inCharles OsciIwald was hanged at Newark,
stantly when ignitedand burned freely ; hut.
N. J., hu-t week, for the murder of Policeman after being coated with the preparation,
elected Pope on the death of Pius IX.. irrespecRtanloy Brock. Thomas Ryan, an accomplice the canvas would only char under a three- tive of nationality.This leaves the door open
in the murder, and who was to have been quarterinch blow-pipeof gas, would not even to the American CardinalMcCloskv.
A cable
hanged at the same time as Onchwald. commit- ignite at the ordinaiy applicationof fire, and dispatchreports that Cnpt. WhitfhilL an engiwould
not
blaze
under
any
circumstances.
ted suicide, by taking poison, on the morning of
neer in the Khedive’s service, and fifty solPieces of wood of the thicknessof the framethe day set for bis execution.
diers, who were on an exploringexpeditionin
William Steers A Co., lace importers,of work used for scenes and scene-shifting, which Abyssinia,have been massacred by tlie natives.
had also been coated with fire-paint, were but
New York, have been victimized by robbersto slightlycharred under a blaze of gas for
the tune of $40,000. Their store was entered as much as five minutes. This valuable
THE ELECTORAL TRIBUNAL.
at night, and fine French laces to that value preparationis destined to be utilized not alone
carted away. It is one of the heaviest bur- by theater jieople,but will be found of incalcuTuesday, Feb. IS.— The commission entered
.

.

lable benefit to the public at large, and farmers
in particular.By applying it to barns and
other outbuildings, these aracturescan lie ren' New
consisted of dered almost absolutely fire-proof, and a safe10,000,000 Hnider cartridges. 420.000 Winchester guard will thus be afforded against the occuraccidentaland incendiary fires,
cartridges,5,000,800 Martini shells, 5,000,000 rence
bullets, 33,600 Martiniguns, and 33,600 Martini to which our agriculturalfriends ’are so
scabbards, all contained in 18.317 cases, the constantly subject. The preparation consists
total value being $1.048,608. .. .The bank- of a combination of silicate, tungstate of soda
ing house of
Son, in William and whiting. Full particularsas to how to
street, New lork, was robbed,a few davs ago, make and apply this cheap, invaluable precauof $160,000 worth of United States bonds, tion against fire will be furnished cheerfully,
mortgages,securities,etc.... The Brooklyn and free of charge,on application to Mr. L. L.
Argnt and Union have been consolidated, un- Hharpe, the business manager of McYieker's
Theater, Chicago.
der the name of the Union- Argun.
. .Sag Hnrlx>r, Long Island, has been visited bv a deRecent deaths : Judge H. W. Williams,of
structiveconflagration,involving the' loss of
the PennsylvaniaSupreme Conrt ; Judge Rob$150,000 worth of pro{>erty.
ert Flint, the oldest member of the Fond du
glaries ever penetrated in that city. . .Another
material for’ Turkey has

.

.

.

upon the considerationof the Louisiana case,

of war

just been shipped from
Haven, Conn. It

and listened to the arguments of counsel as-

King

A

.

HP
‘

THE WEST.

, ,
.......

Sioux Indians, Charging Horse and
Makes-Them-Stand-Up.
lately arrived at Six)tted Tail Agency, direct from the hostile camp.

WASHINGTON.
The Secretaryof

.

Sargent, Cooper, and Jones, of Florida.

House.— The Speaker laid before the House a comFrelinghuysen,Garfield,Hoar, Miller, Morton, municationfrom Justice Clifford, President of the
Strong— 8. A number of other propositions for F.leetoral Commission,informing the House that the
the admission of evidence were presented and commissionhad arrived at a decision in the Loumvoted down, the vote in each instance standing iaua case, and had transmitted its decision to the
President of the Senate, to lx* opened
7 to 8. as recorded above. The vote on Mr.
and read in the presenceof the two houses ____
Hoar's original motion, that evidence be not re- A messagewas received from tlie Senate announcing
ceived, was then adopted by the following vote
that that !>ody was ready to meet the Honse iu joint
} mw— Bradley,Edmunds, Frelinghuysen,Garconvention,and proceed with tlie countingof the
field, Hoar, Miller, Morton. Strong-8. Xatjn- electoral votes. . A resolution was introducedby
Abbott,Bayard, Clifford.Field, Hiuitou, Payne, Mr. Lamar, directingthe Clerk of the House to inThurman— 7. The following resolutionwas form tlie Senate it would Is* ready to receive that
th,n offered by Senator Morton, -...d'.do,^
by the Kamo vote : lienolved,
KesolmL That
Tliat the pemniH
Adontod-132
ill.
persons ' votes. Adopted—
132 to 111.
mnned as electorsin certificate No. 1 were \fovn.Y Feb IQ -Hwatv _ Atm ™ a ™
the lawful electors of the State of
’ Feb 19 Senate At 10 50 a. m.
ana, and that their votes are the votes thc 8on*te rel),lire(1 10 ihti h,,uhc<he*ded by its offiprovidedby the constitutionof tlie United | cen'- rP°n returning, the President pro tern, said
States, and should be counted for Presidentj that objection having been made to the decision on
and Vice President. Justices Miller and Brad- the vot*' of Louisiana, the two houses separated to
le>; .nd ItaprenenUtiTe H,« were
u
:

.

|

,

then
j

I

had not been complied with in the presMr.. Sherman
meu read.
Ir an.
ouri mini submitted
11001111114X1
ent case. A popular majority had been 1 cn ion, with a brief statement of the reasons I objections were then
therefor. A recess of about one hour was then , a resolution that the decision of the commission
returned in one way, and that major- taken to afford time for drafting tlie report, I stand oa the judgment of the Senate. Mr. Reman
ity had been reversed by this board, which, upon the reassembling of the commis- offt rPd n substUnte, to the effectthat the votes purthrough actual fraud. ‘
had sion, was presented,and after being read was ; rortl,n8 to 1)0 th<‘ electoralvotes from Louisitb rough actual fraud.
had

;aken
They

.Sfrll0,

1

'v™1?.!’

Hipu'd by Messrs. Miller, Strong, Bradley. Ed- “'o,
v!
Uu'.
tute of Mr. Roman wan rejected,and the resolution
and* of Mr. Hhcmian wan then adopted bv a strict iiarty
I Hoar. The report is to the followingeffect
vote— *1 to 2H.
even tins they did Dot follow at all times. The! The ElectoralCommission,having received rerJoint Convention.— The Senate appeared in U»e
neople of sixty -nine polls had been disfranchised b»in certificates and papers purporting to be certifiHall of thc House of Representative* at 11 o'clock
Mr. McDonald maintained that the commission
(,f electoral votes of the .stateof Ixmimauo, and
had the right, and it was their duty, to consider <'ortai» I'ajiers accompanying the same and objec- a. ni., and the joint convention was call's! to order
the informationin possession of tlie two houses. ! ti(inM thpreto’report that it has duly considered the by Acting Vice President Ferry. The decision < if the
Their duties were judicial,not merelv clerical i r?m0’ “.nd dwlded.and does hereby deride, that ' ElectoralCommission iu the case of Louisiana
Louisian waa
and he coni urnl them to
"Ilham Pitt Kellogg, (). H. Brewster, then submitted and read at length. When the rea«lMr. rerry
Fmy asKeu
Mkrd il
„ tfi* re were
evidence in the
rvier joeepn. j. n.
^luuuunu .nr.
j , “i t lC P<,HstShl(>n
of I'11 t^° J10014®8 birch, L. A. Sheldon and Morris Marks, named in I any objectionsto counting tlie vote as received from
for which they were acting. Mr. Jenks fol- , the certificateof WilliamP. Kellogg, Governor of I the commission. Mr. Gibson said he desired to
lowed on tlie same side, and proceeded to re- 1 Koid at«te, which vote* are certified by said persons, i futcr a written objection in tiehalf of certain Scnaview tlie election in the several parishes, taking “ “W0*™ b>' certificatessubmitted to the commis- tors and members < f the House, which was
as a basis of facts the testimony before the ' H-ou'
a/oreMaid*“nd mark<‘d ^,*0• 1 h?
. K<'ut to
snil n ad. The objection
House Louisiana investigating
. "‘“raed*.,,r?. l,n>: I ,-'r'x^d('.drociu‘. .rDtirv proceedings of the
vidod for by the constitutionof tlie United States, and commissionin secretsession on the Ifiih.and thm
the incidentalclaim that this testimony was
that the same ought lawfullyto be counted us therein protested that the said decision was wrong and conProper evidence to be considered by the com- certifled,namely, eight votes for RutherfordB. trary to law, in that the evidence was excluded. In
mission. In conclusion, he asked that tlie Hayes, of the State of Ohio, for President,and eight connection with the protest,the pamphlet rontain» statement of what the Democrat*would prove
moral light of the universemight be votes for William A. Wheeler, of the Htate of Now
| if the evidence was admitted by the commissionwa«
allowed to shine upon this transaction, lork, for Vice
and the nation bo free from the vile The commissionalso decides and reportsthat the . read. The protestwas signed by every Democratic
eight persons first before-namedwere duly appoint- Representative,and nearly all the Dem’.x-rnticHenai ‘"f*- " ben the reading of the document was con-

Sm^rvi^rr
^l*ni«ors of

1110111

.

by.

t.ho

1

oS

Tbd
Registrationin their place, but

:

,

Lac (Wis.) bar.

Two

.

Louiri-1

signed to the duty of appearing for tlie objectors. Senator McDonald led on behalf of the
Democrats. He said in tlie election of 1872 the
vote of Louisiana had been rejected because the
Returning Board had not complied with the
law, and they now proposed to show the law

of

.

.

.

cargo

with Marlborough and Jeffreys,and will never be
pronounced wiUionta hiss from all good men in
this ooualry.” Jfr. Morton said he had heard with
regret the remart*mado by the Kenator from Missouri in regard to Justice Bradley. If that Senator
could have heard the discussions of the Electoral
Commission as he (Morton)hoard them, he would
not have made such remarks. The time would eoino
when the opinions of members of the commission
would be published, and he was sure tlie Senator
would then see he had done an act oi injusticeto an
able and conscientiousJudge.
The discussionwas
further continued Ml adjournment, by Meaere.

the Servian frontier, which can lie easily done,
will so place her tliat she can turn the minute

Hills, and tliat region will probably have to take
its laws ready made from the Territories within

MICHIGAN.

...
'•oan

the Treasury has issued the

t.i

csrefnllv t1he
»vw^.u«if.n

^

thirty-ninthcall for the redemptionof 5-20
ITiey report that Crazy Horse, with all the hosules except the Uncanapas, were encamped on bonds of 1865, May and November. The call is
Tongue river, near the mouth of Prairie Dog for $10,000,000, of which $7,000,000 are coupon
creek ; that Hitting Bull, with his contingent,is and $3. 000. (KM) registeredbonds. Prinon this side of the Yellowstone,marchingto cipal and interest will be paid at the
join them ; that all desire to make peace on the treasury
and after the 12tli of
best terms obtainable; and that they them- Mav next, interest to cease on that day. Tlie
selves are official couriers to notify followingare the descriptionsof the fxmds :
Gen. Ctoo)i that such are the facts...’. Coupon bonds— $500, Nos. 31,501 to 35.800,
The principal businessportion of the town of both inclusive ; $1,000, Nos. 70,551 to 79,000,
Urbana, Ohio, has been destroyed by fire. both inclusive. Registered bonds-$50, Nos.
Loss, ?75,000 — Mrs. M. Hchurz, the mother 401 to 450, both inclusive ; $100, Nos. 5,301 to
of Hon. Carl Hchurz, died at the latter's resi- 5,950 ; $500, Nos. 3,601 to 3,800 ; $1,000, Nos.
dence, in 8t Louis, a few days ago.
13,351 to 14.300:$5,000.Nos. 5,101, to 5.350;
i. i «***. Mr. Firry
The good city of Minneapolis,Minn., has $10,000,Nos. 9,301 to 9.750.
was tot logal Governor of Louisiana at the re- , substantially as follows
j lection*,whereupon Senator Wallace, ot PennsylvaThe Acting Secretary of the Treasury has SPnt ejection, and tliat McEnecy had no shadow 1 That it is' not competent to go into the evidence “"*• HUh1"‘itu‘d an "Ejection,first, that the decision
been the scene of a tragedy combining all the
essentials of a first-classsensation. Wm. H. issued instructions under which any depository of claim to the office.Hence the Hayes elec- aliunde a* to the papers opened by the President of ''aH made in violationof the Electorallaw; secondly,
tors were the only ones that were properly and ;
Ht'uale in the presenceof the two house* to i 'M‘'’aUHe tbe act contemplatedthat thr commission
Sidle, assistant cashier of
bank of bank located in any city in which there is no
which his father is President, and a young independent treasury office, by transmitting to
gards truth, honesty, etc. The objectionwu
occupying
prominent position the Treasurer of the United States a certificate
signed by several Senators and Representative*
in business and social circles,was quietly walk- stating that tlie sum of $1,000 has been placed
RepresentativeCochrane, of Pennsylvania,aJw
ing along the street, when he was shot down by to his credit in the generalaccount,will receive
submitted
an objection,signed by Senators
decision final. Mr. Howe next addressed the 1 upon the action of the ReturningBoard,
a woman named Kate Noonan. It appears that direct from some mint of the United States, free
and
memliers,showing, first, that it wa*
commissionon behalf of the Republican oh- 1 The report also states that the commission
Sidle had been criminally intimate with the : °^.exPen8<?*
amount of subsidiary silver
not denied before the commission that the
jectors. His argument was directed mainly | could not receive anv evidenceto show that
Tilden electors
woman, and had discarded and refused to rec- coin — Winslow, indicted for the larceny of the
th. 7th of November!
ognize her. This so angered her that she sought $12,000package from the Treasury Department, L- „ .“h0ri» .,hc ,lcK,lit>: °f
has been sentenced to eighteen months’ im- lullogg certificates, and the irregularity of tiie day of the election, on the ground that it and Uic Returning Board were guiltv of grave
revenge in the manner mentioned.
those made up by a man who had no valid claim "as not essential to show that an elector was frauds; third, tliat the decision is in violationof Uic
About 1,000 feet of the easternapproach of prisonment in the Albany Peniteutiarv. . to the office. Senator Carpenter followed on eligibleon that day so long as he was eligible "f ‘h0 biUi a,1‘1 "f the constitution. There
It is understood that the Armv Board, of
behalf of the Democratic objecters. He said when he cast his vote in tlie Electoral College
00 fu*hl’r “'•J^ctton*,th*' Senate, at 12:53,
tlie St Louis railroad bridge has been destroyed
which Gen. Schofield is President,has reported
withdrew.
by fire, causing a temporary suspension of new regulationsfor the army, tlie result of he did not apjiear for Samuel J. Tilden, a gen- 1 end the fact appears that the alleged ineligible
House.— The Senate having withdrawn, the
tleman whom he did not know, and with whom ' electors, Brewster and Levisee, were chosen to
travel over the structure. Tlie loss which is to make the heads of bureaus he had no sympathy, but h6 “appeared for fill vacancies caused by their own absence from House, on motion of Mr. Wood, of New York, voted
estimated
about $150,000.... of the War Departmentin Washingtonstaff- 10,000 legal voters of Louisiana who had been the college, and there was no allegationof the to adjournfor tlie day
officers to the General of the Array. ... The
<k)l. Fred Meyer, Internal Revenue Supervisor,
disfranchisedby four villains whose official ! imligihihty at the time they cast their votes
and Nathaniel C. Dryden, a prominent Missouri President last week approved the act of Con- title is the ‘Betuniing Board of
Mince IMe.
gress
providing
for
a deficiency in the approprilawyer, recently engaged in a little pistol-pracMr. Carpenter held that the powers of the
tice at Warrenton,Mo., Meyer being shot in ation for public printing and binding. The bill commission were npt judicial ; tliat it was nothF0RTY-F0UETH CONGRESS.
When one oi the market wom°n yesthe mouth and dangerously wounded. The al- outains a provision that oomiKisitors in the ing more than a committee of investigation, inTrtraniv t? k io
I tprdfly afiked Brother Gardner if
'the
tercation was the outgrowth of a lawsuit about Government Printing Oftico shall hereafter re- asmuch as Congress,according to the terms of
niincp
pi,, didnt
ceive
only
50
cents
per
1,000
ems
for
setting
ome crooked stills seized bv Mcver. At last
the law creating it, had the power to approve
accounts Col. Meyer was Iving at the point of type. This provision has caused considerable or reverse itx decision, as it saw fit. He then "igued by Gov. Chamberlain, were read and filed
excitement among those employed iu the Govmince pie to fried bolo^fl and hack to
death.
went into an analysisof tlie statute law of A number of petitionsand resolution*of minor in- i « n i
i
,
ernment Printing Office, and ’several delega- Louisiaim
THE SOUTH.
relating to elections,returningterest were presentedand referred ____ The Henate, ^<)^(^)18CUd, and lie replied :
tions waited ujhjii the Presidenturging him to
“ Dar wnz a time when I did. In doze
A fire at Dardanelle, Ark., last week, de- veto the bill.
boards, etc., and claimed that tlie Election ,tft<'r considerable discussion,ordered the arn-st of
law of the State for appointing electors is in r'onr*d ^-.Jourdan, Cashier of the Third National Rood ole days oh lonp ago, when dey
stroyed $75,000 worth of property.... The
A Washington dispatchto the Chicago Trib- violation of the constitution of tlie State and
Yo,rk’ ,who lut<1 ,a,lod 40 “Ppcsr ami
Mardi Gras festivitiesthis year in New Orleans,
1
liuilt mince pies oufn meat, apple.'.
une nay*: “President Grant, in speaking of
Memphis, Galveston,and other cities,were unthe political status of South Carolina and
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usually brilliant

Louisiana,said that the cases were extremely
dissimilar,and could hardly lx- treated under
one general line of action. In South Carolina
the contest had assumed such a phase that the
whole army of the United States would he inadequateto enforce the authority of Gov.
Chamberlain ; that the people of the’ State had
resolved to resort to violence, but adopted a
iikkIc of resistancemuch more effective than
armed demonstration. They had refusedto pay
their State taxes, and it would be useless to sell
their proix-rty,as no one would buy it. Unless
Chamberlain could oomnel the collectionof taxes,
it would be utterly useless for him to expect to
maintain his authority for any length of time.
This state of affairs must inevitablyresult in
the abandonmentof all efforts by Chamberlain
to maintain himselfin the exercise of the gubernatorial functions of South Carolina. In regard to Louisiana the Presidentwill not undertake to decide as between Messrs.Packard
Packi
and

New Orleans was thrown into a state of the
wildest excitement,the other day, by an attempted assassinationof Gov. Packard. A
young man. representing himself to be an attache of tlie Philadelphia/Vs* and a former
army officer, called on Packard and was admit-

.

ted to his

private office,where several
gentlemen were seated. He sat down for a
few minutes, and then asked tlie Governor
how long it would be before he could speak
with him. The latter looked up and replied,
“In a moment" The assassin, who, in the
meantime had arisen from his seat and a|v
preached Packard, drew a pistol and presented
it at his intended victim’s head. Quick as a flash
the latter brought his hand down just as the
weapon was discharged, and the ball, instead
of entering tlie head, struck the Governor’s knee-pan, inflicting
painful
but not dangerous wound. Gov. Packard then
caught the fellow by the throat and threw him
violently against the wall before he had an oj)portnnityto fire again, and struck him. During the excitement that followed the assassin
was shot in tlie arm, and would have been
killed bad not the Governor interfered.

a

„
Nicholls."

The WashingtonUapilal of Sunday, Feb.

18,

contained a fiery article upon the decision of
the Electoral Tribunal,in

which the following

passage occurred : “If a man thus returned
to power can ride in safety from the Executive
Mansion to the Capitol to be inaugurated,we

The Galveston,Harrisburg and Kan Antonio
now completed.The completion of are fitted for the slavery that will follow the inauguration. We do not believe the people of
this road opens up a large portion of the finest
the United States are of this servile sort. We
territoryin Western Texas, which has hereto- do not believe that they are prepared,
railroad is

without

fore been without railroad communication.

POLITICAL.
whom

F. Kenner, of

New Orleans,the man

J. Madison Wells, of the Louisiana Ro-

1

a

blow, to part with

their

hard-earned, blood-stainedpossessions. Notice is now served on the citizens of Louisiana and South Carolina that they must care
f‘T themselves. How soon lampposts will bear

the comnuiHion

•

.

e^aator

..

1

a

if the demand w as insisted upon, they might as
well drop matters. After the promulgation of

met, and witness expressed his
astonishment and regret at Wells' course. Wells
said, “What could I do? You had no money."
Witness said hc hoped Wells had made himself
safe, and Wells replied, “You bet,’’ or words to
that effect. Tlie money, the witness said, was
to lx- raised by subscription, he himself proposug to give $5,000.
the vote they

GENERAL.
The amount

of grain in sight In tho United

States and Canadas is given as follows

:

Wheat,

.

gone outside its privilege.The
statute required duplicatereturns to be
be made
made
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turn in Florida,declnrina the Tilden
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num- Pintail 1( Hill ail 8 tail 1*01111 all take (Ife
speecheawere delivered,but vilthiiiit1 chauceH on finding a COCoauilt ill do gllbvote on the report the House adjourned. 1 tor.” __ /-'m* /Wmm
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Wednehday, Feb. 14.-Senate.—A

bill

was

m«to "witWri^tiftewf
days!1 He d^ ' F.T? mnovin8 tllo polltl^1'1‘aabllitics
of Joseph 1 As an argument in favor of the repeal
nounced iu bitter terms the members of i K; J,,hnHton*of v‘rRinia....The bill apprepriating ' of the law fixing the limit of a day’s work
the Returning Board, and said a careful i *i7’000 to pay
“f the Electoral Commis- in factories at ten hours a member of
anil thorough examination of the case by the
to ' “I* Ma.mchiMrttff SeiW- instanced
commissionwould do more to restore peace supply the deficiencyin the appropriation for pul»operativewith a wife and eight children
in Ixiuisiana than a regiment of soldiers. At lic printing and binding during tlie current fiscal
the conclusion of Sir. Carpenter's argument, year, made a report,which was agreed to, and the who had saved ho 'much in ten years that
propositions were introduced to discuss the i 11111I'^ il. It provide* that from and after the he now had a rental of $700 a year.
admissibilityof evidence in the Louisiana 1 KT?'1 1c"I‘.ion,of <’(’nKr*Hs the Congressional
THE MARKETS.
case, and to debate tlie whole case, 'flic Prlntor shall not pay a price exceedingfifty oenta
1,000 ems for compositionand forty cents an
former prevailed,the latter being rejected. per
hour for time-work iu binding, etc.
NEW YORK.
After a short recess, Lyman Trumbull took
House.— The resolutions reiiortrdby the *i>ociid Beeves ........................... S 7.- <gU 75
the floor and proceeded with his argument,
Hems .............................
. ti to
6 75
saying tliat they were brought face to face committee charged with the investigationof the re- Cotton ......................
13
l'-S
with the question whether a Presidentof tlie cent election iu Florida were taken up, and the m
F i.o I'll — Superfine Western .......
r> 50
5 HO
United States is to be made through fraud Jority resolution, declaringthe Tilden electors chosen,
1 4:.
1 45
and villainy on the part of officialswhose was adopted by a strict party vote with the exception Cohn— Western Mixed ..............
, :.:v
M'A
4!
52
duty it was to issue the certificates.There of Mr. Purman, of Florida,who voted iu thr utlinn- Oats— Western Mixed ............ ’’
ative — The remainder of the day was devoted to thc Rye— Western .............
Hi)
S3
was no other tribunal to which application could
considerationof tlie Naval Appropriation hill.
10 00
1G 25
be made except this tribunal He spike of the
IO*
W*
Thursday, Feb. 15. -Senate. -Thc Senate Lahi>— Steam ..................
tribunal as the tribunal of the two houses of
CHICAGO.
Congress.Could it be, he asked, that the eon- , dcv,)b?<1 most of the day to tlie considerationof the
. 5 50
«$ G 75
Choice Natives...
4 SO
stitution had made no provision against the in- 1,111hi relationto the Pacificrailroad sinkinK fund
5 '25
*»
3 75
augurationof a Presidentby forgery and fraud, , and the hill for the support of thc Government of
. 3
4 20
ami by a conspiracy between the men who cer- 1 the District of Columbia,
4 23
4 GO
tify to his election ? He felt humiliated
Tll„ llu,
. . Hons— Live ......
. 5 50
6 50
were nnot
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M heat— No. 2 Spring .....

Chey-

the right but the duty of the commission i trrat>' ,nadp "dth the Sioux, Arapahoe* and
No. 3 Spring....
to go to the very bottom of the case punp,s “ud to Provide f°r their removal from the Uobn-No. .............
and ascertain who were the lepftllv-ob‘oto*i
' Black Hills. The bill was passed, with an amend- i Oath— No.
..............
elccbJ's h. Lu liana
intoT » 1 U,rnt Pr°1*,SPd b>' Mills, of Texas, which prohibits 1 Rye-No. 2 ..............
electors in Louisiana. Hc went into a the removal of the Indians to the Indian Territory | Barley— No ............
general review of Louisiana affairs, and made 1 ....The bill for the regulation of the rates of bill BcrrEB-Creaiuery......
w hat is claimed to be the ablest argument in i over the Omaha bridge was dbwuiwed,but no vote j Fogs— Fresh .............
2

1

S

behalf of Tilden yet delivered before tlie

cum-

wu*

taken.

The biH-authorizingBaltimoreto

Europe baa passed both bouses of Congress. It
requires tliat one cable shall lie in operating
c adition within three years : that the rate of
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Pork— Mess ..............
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company.

The politicuns who

Kisheneff,a short distancefrom Odessa, and
have been prospecting! only Vfew miteal^m ti^Ssti^to iSSS^ffh
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l.ansmissionshall be oiie shilling,British cm*- j
r,x7. ,*r word, and that thm; .hall bo no
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establish a

41
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31*
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MX
57
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14
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Laud .............................
io*
mission. He was followedby E. W. Stoughton
Friday, Feb. 16.— Senate.— The Consular and
MILWAUKEE.
on the Republican side, who argued tliat the
1 4'. @ 1 46
Returning Board was a legal body, and had
1 *3'
1 36
which thc Senate devoted the day to consideration
power to apportionthe vote and finally certify
Cobn— No. 2.
43
44
33
34
formed the Madrid Governmentthat the Cu- it. It seemed to him that the decision of the
Ryk ......... ,.... .............
72
commission in the Florida case determined the the Union Pacific Railroad Company.
73
ban insurrection will be suppressed by May.
7|
entire question here raised as to the right of
House.— The proceedingswere exceedingly dull Barley— No. 2 .....................
ST. LOUIH.
Rudolf Meyer, of Berlin, editor of the the conuniHsionto go behind the action of the and uninteresting,and hardly worth chronicling.
Wheat— No. 2 Rod Fall ............l 50 (a 1 51
Socialist newspaper, has been sentencedto nine Returning Board, .and he could not perceive
Saturday, Feb. 17.— Senate.— Mr. Kelly Corn— Western Mixed .............39
41
that any question (much less the mam quesOath— No. 2 ........................ 35
36
months’ imprisonment for publishinga libel on
made
a personal explanation touching his action in
tion) was now open for argument In conclusion
Bye
................................
C7
W
Prince Bismarck,charginghim with stock15 75
he said : “Talk to me about outrage, frauds thc Oregon electoralmuddle. He said he did sign Pork— Mess ........................
1G 00
fobbing. . ..The Turkish army is reportedto be
the cipher dispatch for Mr. Patrick,who represented Lard ..............................
10V
in a dreadful state on account of the insuffi- and disfranchisementof voters. There are that It was a telegram to W. T. Pelton for $10,000
5 25
.10,000 to Hook ...............................
ciency
hospital accommodations, two sides of the question, and if you sit hero pay lawyer*’ fees in Oregon, and if not used would CATTLE .............................
3 '25
to go hack and canvass votes, yon sit here to be returned. He denied he ever attempted to buy a
the lack of medical supplies,etc. Dysenterv
CINCINNATI.
administer
the
laws
of
Louisiana,
and
you
Republicau elector,or that he everauthorized any ] Wheat.... .....................
1 50 a
and typhoid fever are spreading rapidly....
Dorn Pedro, Emperor of Brazil,has just paid must administer them by learning who have one to make such an offer for him. Mr. Kelly ' Corn ............................... 41
been disfranchised,and what was Uie lawful also read a telegramfrom Gov. Grover, of Oregon, Oath ............ .... ........
a visit to the Pope. . .Statisticalreturns of the
7.)
vote of that State in harmony with her laws, denyingthe authorshipof the cipher telegramto Bye .............. ..............
product of the vines in France; for the Year
Tilden, signed “ Gobble,” and saying that ho I Pork— Mess ..................
. ..V . .l!5 75
and not in harmony with the will of Gov.
1876 show that the vintage has fallen off’ exnever sent a cipher dispatchin his life. Mr. 8ar- ! Lard .......
w- .........
Hei
actly one-half from that of 1875. The reduction a party." Mr. Bhellabarger next addressed gent said he thought tlie
e Senator
from Oregon did
TOLEDO.
the commission on the same side. He argued right to endeavor to free his name from the ne- Wheat— Extra ..............
was caused by the ravages of tho phylloxera.
1 60
that
Kellogg was the rightful Governor of farious transactions in Oregon. Thc country had
Amber
................
. A terrible explosion lately occurred in tho
1
Louisiana, that the Returning Board was a lived through the centennial without any Presiden- 1 (John .......
coal mine at Grafscessac, France, Ikilling fiftylegal bodv, tliat tlie electors objected to were tial electorbetraying thc party which elected him, Oath— No. 2
five miners.
but it had not lived through Uie centennial withDETROIT.
not ineligible,and that it is not competentfor
Gen. Ciiangarnier, who at one time during the commission to go behind tlie action of the out seeing an attempt to buy an elector sanc- Flour— Medium.
tioned by the chief of a great politicalpar- Wheat— White.... ........
the Franco-Pnissianwar commanded the main Returning Board for tlie purpose of finding ty. Mr. Bogy said he condemned fraud in Oregon
Corn-No. 2 .......................
French army, is de^d
Germany has irrevoca- out what napiioned in its exercise of jurisdic- or anywhere else, and he was not willingto sit in his Oats— Mixed ...................
tion bestowed by the statute.
Rye ...................
Pork— Mess ...........
hilition
^
ariK Ex‘
Thursday, Feb. 15.— Argument on the ad- _
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cable line between tho United States and
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oats, 3,222,241 bushels; rye, 1.045,468 bushels;
barley, 4.229,010 bushels, making a total of 33.207,149 bushels, against 27,700,913 bushels at
this time last year.
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and claimed that Tilden carried the Htate, A
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come handy,
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11,892,076bushels ; com, 12,818,363bushels
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the
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oi,. power 'Upon the. l.ctormng tard id
United States, and that the law of the State
w hich attempted to confer such power was void.
The Returning
, , Board, had it possessedjudicial

.

rm

.........

Center

his argimient, contending that the constitution

ixiwers, had

:
I

.....
r of

tnruiiigJSutid..ctiM offer*! bin, (Well,,
$200,000to declare the result of the election in ers and monopolies may fatten securely. That
that State for Tilden, was before the House a shrinkage of values is now in order. If there
prerogative committeelast week. His testi- 1 is law for fraud, there is reason for violence
mOny was to the effect that ^ ells and he had ; and to that we make our last appeal." The ai>several secret interviews,at which the sale pearance of this article was tile subjectof a
of the vote of Louisiana was the subject of de- Cabinet meeting tlie followingday, at which it
liberation; that Wells w as anxious to enter into was determined to prosecute Don Piatt, the
negotiations, but wanted
“big pile" editor of the Capital, for sedition, and libel
for the job, intimating that about upon the President
a million dollars would be the proper figure, as
FOREIGN.
Anderson himself wanted half a million. The
Captain-GeneralCampos, of Cuba, has inwitnesssaid this was perfectly ridiculous, and,
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i

.

at

Duncan
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man
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missibilityof evidence in

the Louisiana easel fraud. The

was resumed. William M. Evarts, of Republi-

««j«L
evidence, and Judge John A. Campbell closed on
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otw,

country*

knew

EAST LIBERTY,

there vrere^ fraud* in

P*n*\‘™tod

by gWWf

Hoos— Yorkers ...................
Philadelphia*.............
Best ................. *.

0ATTLE—

Medium ................
but foul as hell within. Mr. Bogy severely Sheep-. ................ ......
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FROM THE STATE CAPITAL.

tion, ns it gives

them an

LIFE ON THE PLAINS.

opportunity

amount of money to the plaintiffat
stipulated time, but who, when the
Lansing, Feb. 17, 1877.
A Duel by Moonlight— Kleven Shots Fired. time arrived, refused to comply with his
[From the Cheyenne (Wyo. T.) Leader.]
“Man clothed with a little brief auLoglHlatlveProceedlngH.
contract, whereat the plaintiff suffered
thority,” as
Michigan legislator, Tuesday, Fob. 13.— Senate.— Petitions wore
George W. Via has for some time past great inconvenienceand expense.
hath seen tit to hike away the “ natural receivedcomplaining of the defectiveaccommodation been in charge of a band of horses beTHE LOUISIANA CASE.
of the Lake Shore and Michigan Southern railroad. longing to E. W. Whitcomb, Yin’s headrights of the festive trump who delights
.unis were read prohibitingiR-tting on the results quarters being at a ranch some twentyGrounds for the Decision of the Electoral
to beat his landlordor landlady out of
ma*-, "onto Of thiB city, on Box
Trllmnnl.
sundry meals, whereby his vagabondship of Jacksonville,III.,
111., to lectnre
lectnre before | Elder creek, 111 Weld COUllty, Col. A.
The decision of the ElectoralCommissionin
the Legislature on idiocy ____ Dills were inhath grown fat, etc. That is to say, the troduced providing for the puniahment H. Swan had a number of horses in this the case of Louisiana is in language about the
band also. A short time ago Mr. Swan same ns in that of Florida. It reads as follows
Legislature has passed a law for the of persons convicted of concealing relatives who are
The brief ground of this decision is, that it
guilty of crime; appropriating $<5,500 annually for discharged a herder named Granville
ap)H-ars, uj«in such evidence as by the constiprotection of hotel and boarding-house the school of mines at the university ____ Dills were
Peak,
but,
not
liking
to
turn
the
fellow
passed changing the names of the Frye family;
tution and law named in said act of Congress
keepers,and also private houses, against amending the charter of the city of St. John’s ; sup- away entirely, he told Peak to join Via, (Electorallaw) is competentand pe tinent to
plementary to an act entitled an act for the encourthe frauds of “ hotel jumpers” and agement of agriculture,manufacturesand the me- and thus earn his “grub" until he found the considerationof the subject, that the
work. Via came to Cheyenne last Fri- before-mentioned electors appear to have l>een
dead beats. Any person who shall chanic arts, approvedMarch 10, 1H49.
lawfully appointed such electors of President
House.— Several petitionsrelating to loot matters day, returning Saturday, and that night
and Vice President of the United Htatcs for
hereafter order or cause to be furnished
were presented and referred ____ Dills were intro Peak inquired if he had brought any the term beginning March 4, 1877, of the State
any food on accommodation, with intent dueed to prevent and punish horse-stealing; pro money for him. Via said he had not. of Louisiana, and that they voted as such at
viding for the enforcementof decrees in cases of Peak then asked Via to loan him a re- the time and in the manner provided for by the
to defraud,shall be deemed guilty of a alimony
providingthat persons convicted
constitution of the United States and the law
misdemeanor, and subject to both fine of liliel shall lie punished by a tine of not less volver, saying he wished to go out and and the commission has, by a majorityof votes,
than $100, more than $1,000, or by inprisonment in kill a rabbit by moonlight. Via handed
decided that it is not competent,under the
State’s prison not less than one nor more than live
and imprisonment.
him a five-shooter, and Peak started out, constitution and law, as it existed at the date of
years, or Isith by fine and imprisonment ____ Dills
The. bill I mentioned last week for the were passed adding territory to Jordan township, but soon returned, saying it was too dark the passage of said act, to go into evidence
Antrim county ; providing that no attorney shall l>o and that he did not feel well. He stuck aliiiwle of the papers opened by the President
“ preservation of the purity of elections”
allowed to act as Ismdsman in civil cases, when proof the Senate in presence of the two houses
| the weapon into his boot-leg, and the
will undergo some changes before leav- fessionallyinterested.
to prove that other persons than those regularWednesday, Feb. 14. -Senate.- Petitions
then took one or two drinks of ly certified to by the Governor of the State, on
ing the hands of the committee, it havwere received remonstrating
BKainstiucroasing the w hisky, when Peak proposed that they and accordingto the determinationof their n|>ing been ascertainedthat the Legisla- salaries of Wayne county Auditors,and praying for ! ride to Calloway 8 sheep ranch, six miles pointmentby the returning officers for electure has no power to disfranchise electors a Prohibitory Liquor law ____ A communicationwas distant. \ iu consented, and they saddled tions in said State, prior to the time required
for the performance of their duties, had been
read from Julius Hess, a Detroitarchitect, submit-1 up nud started.
for any cause whatever. The constitu- ting jtlans for the improvementof the Normal School,
appointed electors,or, by counter-proof,to
When about a mile from their cabin show that they had not, or that the determinaprovides that laws mav be passed ' ... Dilln were noticed providingfor eatablinhinga
Bureau of Statisticsami Immigration ; prohibiting Via asked Peak how he was feeling. tion of said returningofficerswas not in acto preservethe purity of elections, but it the sale of liquor,pool-sellingand other gambling “Pretty well,” lie replied, “only I’m cordance with the truth and fao^- the commison agricultural fair grounds; amending the charter
lias been clearly interpreted by Judge
of Jackson ____ Dills were introduced providingfor awful dry*.” Via passed a bottle of sion. by a majority of votes, being of the
Cooley as granting no power to interfere changing the system of keeping State accounts ; pro whisky to him and Peak took a large opinion that it is not within the jurisdiction of
the two houses of Congress assembled to count
with the elective franchise. In some hibitingbetting on elections.
drink. Via noticed a strange glitter in the vote for President and Vice President,to
House.— Petitionswere presented for a law author
other States the constitution plainly prohis eyes as he returned the bottle, but enter upon the trial of such question,
vides that persons may be disfranchised izing township Ixmrds to appoint Drain Commission- thought nothing of it. A moment later
The commission, bv a majority of* votes, is
ers ; for the puniahmentof persons adulterating ferfor betting at elections, and many of our
Peak
drew’ his revolver, threw his arm also of the opinionthat it is not competent to
A petition signed by H00 Wayne county
prove that any of said persons,so appointed
citizens are of the opinion that tilizers.
saloonists, asking that the liquor tax l>o graduated across the saddle and shot Via in the leg,
such
provision would l»e very according to the amount of business done, was pre- inflictinga painful wound in the rigid electorsas aforesaid,held office of tmst or
profit under the United States at the time they
salutary in our own State. As it is, the sented ____ Hills were introduceddetaching Cheltoy- calf. He then whirled his horse, spurn'd
were upixmited,or that they were ineligibleungan county from the Eleventh and annexingit to the
bill, if passed, will be so amended as to Thirteenth Judicial District;providingthat in the
him forward, yelling like a demon, and der the laws of the State, or any other matter
conform to this constructionof the con- i trM <>f civil rases four jurors may isr pereuipb)^!)firing at Via. The latter drew his 0,Tt‘ml to he proved alimideby said certificates
also to go

home and

MY LITTLE MILLIONAIRE.

tain

a

see their cousins.

«o yon have married an heircM—
You, Tom, who at college avowed
That, of all things on earth,yon detested
Fine ladlea, Bcu-conBcioua and proud
Ah, well ! I don’t blame you, good fellow,
The next one— who knows T— may be me,
For 4 tempora’ stillends ‘ nintantur,’
And then * non mutamur,’you Boe ! ”

“

a

.

.

.

I

Now, what could

I do but make answer
To fltichan asHcrtionas this,
When looking askance from his glasses—
An odd, quizzing way of his—
My chum, for the sake of old friendship,
Demanded the how, when and where
And then a description,verbatim,
Of her 1 had called “ millionaire.'

To speak^theplain truth, I'll acknowledge
The word may have dropped from my pen
When writing in haste to my classmate
The news of our marriage—but then
I’d never a thoughthe'd construe it
In this way— the mischievous boy !—
“ An heiress,self-conscious,
proud, haughty —
Ah,

;

Eye to eye, lip to lip whispered *‘ thine ? ’’
dearest,if riches are counted
By measurement simple and true.
Gold locks, ruby lips, heart'srare treasure,
Ah, how can I give you your due 7
Yet,

And though, when wc talk about money,
Good fellow. I'm lost In the mist,
Sinee all that 1 know of 44 Ismanzas”
Lies Just in my brain and my wrist ;
HUH. when yon come down to the matter
Of ran-, sterlingwealth, I declare
You were right, after all— I hare married
Au heiress — a true millionaire !

1

a

1

am! papers.
The commission is also of the opinion, by a
majority of votes, that the returningofficersof
elections who canvassed the votes at the election for electors in Louisianawere a lawfullyconstituted body by virtue of constitutional law,
at the State Univernity,for which certificate he ahull
and that a vacancy in said body did not vitiate
a revolution in public sentiment here as
pay $10 ; providing that every five yearn lundu which the back of the nook and coming out its proceedings.
well as elsewhere.
juve reverted to the State for delinquent taxon nhall through the jaw, while a third mortally
The commission has also decided,and does
13
*
The Lansing Light Guards, who have be Hold by County TreanurerH, the county to
charged with the differencebetweentiro amount re- wounded Peak’s horse, and a fourth hereby decide, by a majority of votes, and reIhm’U so successfulwith their series o
ceived and the amount of tax and interest ____ Billa passed through his hat. Peak of course I lM’rt UH the consequence of the foregoing,and
“ legislativehops,” are preparing to pre- were, panned reitealing the. law making it necennury to
uTaU'ertitirab’ of
1
advertise proponed amendments to village chartcre emptied his revolver at Via, three of the
sent a series of dramatic entertainments
before pannage in tire Legislature ; amending tha five shots inflicting serious wounds, the
at the new opera house.
charter of Lawrence village.
first being, as stated, in the calf of the i o. Howe and others, marked N. C. No. 2 by the
The close of the fifty days wherein
Thursday, Feb. 15.— Senate.— A petition wan leg. Tlie second struck him in tlie groin j commission, and herewith returned, is not a
miineum building at the University; | revolver and opened a lively fusillade,
sevens penalties for 1 letting and selling making it criminal to acll fruita and vegetable* in one shot striking Peak ill the hip near
pools upon the result of any election.
1 a* -Pinal column, pasBing through hi«
The temperancereform is constantly practiceof medicine without find having received a body and lodging j list under the skill of
effect ill
gaining strength, and has worked quite rertifirate from Home moml»er of the mediral faculty ;tlieabdomen; imothpr
tiic erectionof a

’

t^g

-

Ire

I

Ui

‘"K SdsU^

may be introduced is approaching, presentedfor a law requiring druggists who nell and ranged upward, where it may have , certificateof votes provided by the constitution
and as a result a very large portion of Ihiuor to give bonds ____ Hills were introducedpro- struck a vital place, while the third hall of the United States, and that they ought not
the time of members is occupied in pro- viding for a bureau of immigration ; providing struck him in the left wrist, shattering to lx- counted as such.
Signed Samuel F. Miller, W. Strong,Joseph
for the incorporation of co-operative savingsasposing bills. Up to the present time sociations
he bone, and making an intenselypain- P. Ilradlcy, George F. Edmunds, O. P. Morton,
____ hills were panned to amend section2
about 800 hills have already been intro- of chapter 215 of the compiled lawn of 1871, the name ful wound. When they reached the FrederickT. Freiinghuysen,Janies A. Garfield,
duced in the House and about half that being compiler’s section6,790, relative to the lien of cabin Peak’s pony fell dead. After lying George F. Hoar.
mechanics and others ; to amend section7,781 of Urn
number in the Senate, thus placing be- compiled lawn of 1871 ; relative to the more effectual there a short time Peak arose, saddled
A. T. Stewart.
fore tin- Legislaturea very large amount prevention of cruelty to animals ; to amend section another horse, and rode to Calloway’s
5,2:11of the compiled laws of 1871, relative to IToJ udge W. W. Campbell, writing from
of work. A resolution was introduced a
sheep ranch, six miles distant, where he
i bate Courts.
few days since for a final adjournment House.— Petitionswere offered for an appropria- was cared for. Via was brought to this Cherry Valley, tells the story of the inon the 20th of March, but it will hardly tion for establishingan orphan girl asylum in Cal- city, a surgeon summoned to attend him, vitationgiven to Mr. A. T. Stewart to
pass both houses, as it is well known that houn county ; for a law repealing the act establish- and is 118 comfortable ftfi good nursing become Secretaryof the Treasury. He
it will be impossible to complete the ing the Grand Rapids Hoard of Works ____ A message can Hlftko him. Peak is Said by Mr. says : “I dined with Mr. Stewart in
work of the session liefore that time. wan received from the Governorstatingthat he had Wlfftcoml)to be Bubiect to DPriodicftlftt- company with Gen. Grant on the day
railroadstrikers'bill,and the bill
8U,,Jec,'1 P.m,KlI1uu
when the invitation to become Secretary
It must
remembered that in signed
the sale of reserved neats in theaters. .. .Notice was , tftCks of lunacy, and when 111 BUCll Conof the Treasury was given personallyto
Michigan the Legislaturemeets but once given nf bills to compel State officialsto give bond
dition will arm himself, mall about exhim. As we passed from the parlor to
in two years, and therefore a much larger
eitmlly,shmitmR tlint somebody is “ufter
amount of work accumulates than would in (irand Rapids; providingfor an appropriation i him,” but never attackingIds Comrades the dining-roomhe pressed my hand,
’ After Gen.
i.:s saying only,
"‘‘V ' ‘ It has come.
VY*‘1VJ4
v''‘1.
be likely in States having an annual ses- for another HUt4- nonual school at some point north 1 Ti. • nr\ ,i „ q
of base lino ; appropriating $20,000for the purchase
prouabie.
uiat
tie was om 01 ll1^ i Grant left, Mr. Stewart opened the subsion. It is probable that the present
of a coHectiou for tlie state UiUvereity museum ... . ; mind wlicn A la reached home, and that
that, though the invitation
Legislaturewill not adjourn finally until A bill was introducedprovidingthat horse-thievesflio wliiskv he drunk cfiiiRed murder to
! ,1,ul kindly and earnestly given, he
some time near the 1st of May. A very and their abettorsshall i*. imprisoned for terms of ,
not less than three nor more than ten years.... Mr.
“18 crazed thoughts, with the
uot possiblvaccept ; that his blisigreat portion of the time of the session
Welkcr, of Branch, intnuluml a rra,,lution,vvith rible result above
| npHH WllH
‘ :vp
p,t„l,l ,int well
ness was so extensive he could not well
is occupied in local legislation, such as j preamble, which runs thus: 44 Wherkah, The iutolcrante
and
bigotry of the lower house of Congress
.
leave it ; and besides, he had no politiciil
the incorporationor amending charters ........... '
have renewed all the horrors of the Spanish inquisi- Agricultural
and HorticulturalIn- j experience,and, while he might he able
of cities and villages.
tion. by incarceratingGov. Wells In tlie dark, damp * ^
! to manage tlie financial department, he
Prof. Ten Brock, of the State Univer- dungeon under the Capitol.Ilrmilvetl,That this
bills

,

PITH AND POINT.
Isn’t this the era of good feeling ?—
Graphic. Feel of a buzz saw and see.
One of the most important rules in the
science of manners in mi absolute silence
n regard to yourselves.

A Down-East paper says
fog bell that is

;

]

i

'

^

i

stated.

Kn

^

,

.

there is a
use than a

hung in a boot-leg.
Mr. Simms says if it wasn’t for the
hole in the hoop yon couldn’t put it on
the barrel, and the barrel would burst.

A man who had been at a erowded
ball said he was fond of rings on his
fingers, but he didn’t admire belles on
his toes.

The

longest

day in

Spitzenberg

is

three and a half months, and yet a fellow

by

can borrow money
back to-morrow.

agreeing to pay

it

Lady (to waiter)—" Don’t put that ice
into the goblet with your fingers.”
Waiter— “Lor, ma’am, l don’t mind;
my hands are very warm."
•

An

insectologer has discovered that
examine the wonderful
arehiteeture of the hornet's nest is after
the hornet* have moved out.
the best time to

A Judge, sentencing a man to death,
; “ Prisoner at tho bar, you
will soon have to appear before another
and perhaps a better Judge.”

observed

A German Baroness, at Lake George,
was very much surprised when a lady
knocked at her door, and asked for a
pattern of her black silk overskirt ! She
didn’t get

it.

The man who boxes up the waterpipes in his house so that they cannot
freeze and burst is just the man who will
be followedto bis grave by the sad-eyed
ghosts of forty starved plumbers.

AV

joct
;iii
tel-

no more

boiled carrot

regulating

be

one, timid and coy.

I

1

*

little

Whut thought had “ we two” of base lucre,
Of bank stock,or wealth of the mine,
When, standing beneath God’s blue heaven,

;

mm

And

An English church sexton hung him-

,

self to the tongue of the big bell in the

L

steeple, and

now

the said bell gives forth

nothing but solemn, muffled notes. Sextons shouldn’tspoil bells that way.

j

‘

terestfi.

A Wisconsinlumberman offers $30 in

cash for “ a rattling good wife — one who
House does most emphaticallycondemn their action."
The Wisconsin Agricultural and Horti- 1 "’“nM not be able to meet the political
sity, delivered a very able lecture upon This created gnat excitement. Fillibusteringbeis not too high-nosed to grow fat on beau
the “educating influence of public gan. A vote was finally taken by ayes and uoes ; cultural Society recently held an interest- 1 wishes of tlie Republican party. After
soup.” All females reaching tliis point
lost, by 40 to 30— not a sufficient number.
libraries,”
Representative Hall,
ing session at Madison, the attendancebe- 1 ll,,urH ,,f riirnPHtdiscussionit was finally
can go through without change of cars.
Friday, Feb. 16.— Senate.— The seHsionof ing large. Among tlie subjects up for dis- agreed that if Bancroft Davis, who had
Wednesday
These
At a certain supper of sheeps’ heads a
legislative lectures
he the senate was brief — Notices were given of the mission was that of managing bees. Mr. i expressed a wish to he AssistantSecreguest
was so charmed with his fare that
growing
popularity, and, among i proposed introduction of anumixrofbUis.... Buis E. W. Hanford, a practical bee-raiser,fiir.v Btate which office he obtained

in

on

evening.
seem to

m

(

others, we understand that there will be were introducedappropriating money for ruiming said there was more profit in the 1hh»
lectures by Dr. C. T. Wilbur, of Jack- ! rt‘™Cym,,ral ('oll,‘«c’ aQd ^5,000 for buUdiug u thnn in thp cow; mU8t UBe movable

lie threw down his knife and fork, exclaiming: “ Well, say I, sheeps' heads
forever.” “ There’s egotism,” Haul Jer-

wid nbly filled), could be induced to take
I the place of his assistant in the treasdormitory.
ury lie would accept.” After it was dissonville. 111., and Rev. Dr. Gillespie,
house
House. iMr.
— Mr. Welker
Welker moved
moved to
to reconsider
reconsiderthe
the vote
vote frames; afix’k of bees must not swarm;
Graiul Rapids, upon the subject of “Idi- rejecting his resolution condemning Congress for honey taken out when made; when flow- covered that an old statute forbade bis
ocy and the Treatment of Idiots.” These imprisoning Gov. Wells, which motion prevailed, by ers are plenty good swarms will produce holding the office, Mr. Stewart said to
lectures are undoubtedlyintended exclu- 69 to 24. Mr. Martin, Democrat,spoke against re- twenty pounds a week; white clover is tlie Judge that in his judgment tlie course
sively for the benefit of the “ third conaiderina the subject Mr. Hamilton, Republican, I better than buckwheat for feed; good he offered to tak** with Ids mercantile
said he understood that tlie Democratsobjected
„
1
house,” and it is to be hoped that no the resolution.Mr. Wood, Democrat,replied: “You 8 warm of bees 18 Worth §10, and WOllld business would have been a substantial
member of that very numerous body will are mistaken. Wo want to see the Republicans puss bring more clear profit than 11 good COW; compliancewith the law; that he had
carefully matured a system in his mind
absent himself from the ball on the occa. hu e.xtr'll'tfl Ule lioncy by nn iiiRcnionB
for carryingon the department, and addsion in question.
iu a milder form, and offered. Filibusteringwas extncfttor preserving the comb entire.
The possible contingency of another •ore indulged to prevent the reading of tho reuoiuji. Smith read ft paper on “The ed, “I would have taken the oath of office.” — Xcw York Tribune.
Senntorinl election has been speculated
Th' was
<'hl“r
0VOTruW
resolution
then
read. Mr. Wood, Democrat, Condition of the Dairy Interest in V is-

of

f

to

1

1

upon by some

.

the far-seeing poli- madn a speech denouncing Gov. Wells, which i COllsill,” stating that the yearly product
Such a contingency created great excItement After an hour and * of ti1P dftmPS m Wisconsin 18 $4,000,000
half s fight the resolution,with a long preamble, was 1
......
is supposed to involve tlie appointment adopted ____ a number of hills of minor importaneoi in value — argued that the dairy interests
of Senator Christiancy to the Supreme were introduced....Adjournedtill Monday, ntth. | 0f the State deserved more legislative
liench as the successor of Judge Davis,
Saturday,Feb. 17.— Nknate.— Notices wore encouragement than those of fish culture;
who will soon retire to take his seat in given of the introduction of bills making an appro- the foreign demand for American cheese
the Senate. Should such an event trans- priationfor the State Prison ; fixing the salaries of is constantly increasing.
of

.

and

pire, it is said that Mr. Chandler will be

Miss Rose — “Goodness! the fire is
I thought it was very cold.”
Beau— “Shall I get my overcoat and
put it on you ? ” Miss Rose—" Oh, no ;
but (glancingat the clock) hadn’t you

out.

i

1

ticians of tlie State.

rold.

better put

it

on yourself

?

”

In the present state of alarm regarding the safety of theaters, tlie ballet
would seem to be an entertainment most
A New Wrinkle in Sweeping Carpets. likely to inspir confidence among the
spectators, judging from the large
In all our experiments we have found
amount of hose displayed on the stage.
nothing so safe and serviceable as moist“ Which is the largest gland ? ” asked
ened bran. Instead of stopping to clean
a
Chicago
medical professor of the newthe broom every few minutes, sweeping
the carpets with bran not only cleans the est arrival in his class the other day.
carpet, frees them almost entirelyfrom Tlie student buried himself in deep and
dust, but keeps the broom clean at the attentive thought for a moment, and

_

County Clerks ; protecting the rights of aged
Mr. B. F. AdllUlS, of Madison, read ft
renting unoii strawberriesThe
candidatefor his old seat in the Senate. weak-mindedpersons ; making an appropriation
the support of the Fish Commission; providing for l,llIH 1 ll< HUI1^ ,ll,( 11 HU 11 '
1 *"
same time. It must be moistened only then, brightening up suddenly, exOf course, all this talk is mere specu- the appointmentof u commissionto superintend run- best varieties are the Wilson, Downer's
enough to hold the particlestogether. If ! claimed : “The largest gland, sir, is
lation upon possible rather than probable 1 Ring a State line IxdwrcnMichigan and Wisconsin. Prolific,for later berries the Jocunda,
En-gland ! ” Then the professor kindly

for

a

eventa.
The. contractors for the new State Cap-

express the belief that they will he
the building about the
1st of August next, in which event the
Governor may feel constrainedto call an
extra session of the Legislatureto accept
and take formal possessionof the property. Such an occasion would be a very
interesting one, should it be thought necitol

able to complete

essary or advisable.

Hon. Levi Bishop, of Detroit, has proposed to donate to the State $40,000 for
tlie erection of a permanent library
building for the State University, at
Ann Arbor, provided that the Shite appropriates $10,000 additional,and with
the further condition that Mr. Bishop
shall receive an annuity of 8 per cent,
upon the amount donated by him, during his life-time. Guess not, Mr.
Bishop ! It would hardly be proper for

the State to pay

8

per

cent,

interest upon so large an

amount for an
means absolutely necessary. It would hardly be policy to
borrow money at that rate for any purpose, and it is very questionablewhether
object not by any

the Legislaturewill feel under any obligation to accept the undoubtedly wellintentioned proposal of Detroit’s honored
citizen.

Friday noon tlie House adjourned until Monday evening, and it is not improbable that the Senate may to-day follow the example, so that members can
go home for a new grist of bills before
the close of the “ fifty-day limit” The
reporters rather enjoy this brief vaca-

t

iri

i

A

too wet, there are the

eral to

to each of tlie various

resolutionwas adopted instructingthe Auditor Genmake a report concerning the State tax of the and for the latest Reed’s Late Pine. Mr.
Ijike Shore and Michigan Southern railroad ____ Clark stated that crates could be
Hills were introducedcreating tlie Twenty-third
out of lath for 4 cents each. Mr. Stone
Judicial District out of the Eighteentli ; creating a
State Board of Censors ____ Tlie Senate was in session and other growers of the Wilson had had
oulv half an hour, when it adjourned to Tuesday, trouble from an insect called tlie “ leafFeb. 20.

made

House.— There was no sessionof the House, most
of the members having gone home to visit their con-

stituents.

Monday, Feb. 19.— Senate.— Not in HCHBiou.
House.— The House met in the evening and
held a very brief session.Nothingof importance
transpired;

Rail.

Railroad mortalitywas high, last year,
in tliis country ; tlie accidents were 982
in

number, against

upon stock feeding, in which a new
theory was advanced that tlie quality of
the feed did not affect tlie quality of
the milk of cows. This view was supported by Mr. Wood, from actual experiments, who said that color only of the
milk was affected by the feed, and that
the quality fallowed only tlie character
of the breed.
Mr. Clark, in a paper on raising apples, stated that he had complete success on sandy soils, discriminatingin

dress

•

Death on the

roller,” resembling the currant wonn.
Prof. W. W. Daniels delivered an ad-

1,201 iu 1875 and 980

234 in
the injured 1,097, about the
usual number. The Railroad Gazette,
which gathers these statistics, credits but
eighty killed to the Ashtabula disaster,
in 1874, the killed 328, against
1875, and

which partially accounts for the high average of the year. Another reason was
the pressure of Centennialtravel on
some of the minor Pennsylvania roads.
Two-thirds of the accidents were derailments. Another instructive fact is that,
of the accidents from broken rails in four
years, 201 occurred iu tlie flint quarter of
the year, the winter quarter, and only
eighteen in the third quarter. Thus
tliere are eleven times as many broken
rails in winter as in summer, showing that
the safety of the road-bed is in some way
greatly impaired by the winter season,
either from the effect of cold on iron and
steel or from other causes.

tioned. It

same objections as
ways above men-

will leave the carpet so

damp

led the youth aside, and pathetically advised him to think no more of medicine,

that the dust will settle over it, and will but to join a minstrel show, or enter au

deface the carpet more than it will clean
it. Besides, it makes the work much
harder, because the bran becomes heavy
with much moisture. Distribute the
bran evenly over the floor, and then
sweep as usual. The bran scours and
cleans tlie whole fabric. Very little dust
is made when sweeping with it, and
scarcely any settles after the work is
accomplished, because every thread, bit
of paper, lint or dust, is gathered into
the mass of bran that is moved over the
floor, and is so thoroughly incorporated
with it that it cannot be easily separated.
Carpets swept in this manner gather very

army.

IntimidatedChinese.
The people of Los Angeles took a very
unique method of preventing a threatened influx of Chinese laborers.A party
of GOO arrived tliere a few days ago and
camped near the new depot. The citizens immediately started the report that

the peculiarities of the climate causes
the nose to grow to a formidable length,
and that the Indians invariably seize
Chinamen by their elongated appendage
and wring their heads off. A few minutes before tlie time for the departure of
the train for Indian Wells the Chinese
little dust, ns will be plainly seen when
seized their baggage, dashed it from tlie
locations.
they are taken up for shaking.— J/r#. 11.
Discussions wore had on horticultural
cars, and stampeded over tlie hills out of
IF. llocehcr.
subjects, in which it was held that whaleoil soap is better than arsenic or paris(at Fur.
Married at a Circus.
No longer are cats to be- doomed to
green for destroying canker-worms, by
That two circus performers should
applying it with a garden syringe on tlie drag out a useless existence and waste
first appearance of tlie insect. The com- their midnight melodies upon unappre- eonsent to be married in the ring, and
pound is made with forty gallons of ciative ears, for a haven of rest is about thus be used as an attraction to tlie
water, six pounds of whale oil and one being prepared for them on Mansfield show, is not remarkable; bnt that a
pint of kerosene oil Tliis solution has island, Lake Erie. A purchase of clergyman could be found to take nort in
also been found useful in promoting the that island has been made by a man who the exhibition is astonishing. Such a
health and vigor of the plant. One gal- intends to stock it with black cate, take thing took place in Philadelphia, tlie
lon of common soap can be used is place excellent care of them, and kill their pereons being Miss Ella Stokes, a rider ;
of one-half the quantityof whaJe-oifsoap progeny for their fox. He wiD feed Rudolph Mettie, an athlete, and the
them at first on fish caught off the Rev. S. S. Huff, an Episcopal pastor.
named above.
shore by men who wiB five outlie island; The bride and the groom appeared as
A singular legal decision has been but after the enterprise is well started, mraal in the regular entertainment; and
rendered at Los Angeles, Cal, where by a rare system of economy, be wiD then the marriage ceremony was perdamages were assessed against the de- utilizethe meat of the slaughtered eats formed, to the great diversion of the assembly.
fendant, who had agreed to kon a c«- as food for the living cats.

sight

_
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stages! There

,

result now than

more anxiety about the
for some weekh past,— for

is

Read This.

Just rccched Iroin New York our new
Satttudav, Fjcbuuary 24, 1877. though the republicans have “experienced nnd very large spring stock of Wall Paper
a hope” they are in great anxiety, and which we will sell very cheap at wholemay be cast again into the depths of des- sale and retail; also a large and splendid
SPAIN'S FINANCIAL DILEMMA.
stock of Carpets. Call and see. You will
pair, should one or two of their partisan save money by buying of us.
If the plucky Cubans are making their judges shrink from the iniquity of constiH. MEYER & Co.
islund too hot for Spaniards,Spain is re- tuting Wells of Louisiana the president1
---------taliatingon the money centres of Europe. maker for 45,000,000of honest people.

Without

making England, Holland, France, Why docs not the
and Belgium fairly howl. With a popu- make itself heard,

She

is

voice of

common

sense

Parallel.

a

...

[This

is

the language of an Independent

generally.

and
bly

a minority

on the

.

percent.;

of the bondholders, prob

the capital, which will

principle

be

ilfir jAtlmtiscnirnt,5.

Mr. and Mrs. Sartoriswill take up their

Hannels of every descrip-

...

0 residence this week with Mrs. Louis Dent
from an unprincipled debtor, have ac- j in this city, and will remain until May tion
cepted her terms. A serious resistance 1 when they will sail for Europe Ulysses

HARRINGTON.

to this financialGrant, Jr. the president’s secretary will

arrangement.The majority of the credi- ; leave for New York March 5, to begin the
The Choicest Groceries and
tors, regarding it as an arbitrary and practice of law with the firm of which he
a
complete
stock at
spoliatoryviolationof Spain’s plighted now is a member. Ool. Grant who has
faith, have organized an internationalbeen in Washington for two winters, r-nE. J.
league, and appeal tor redress to the re- gaged in making copies of the recoids of
Buttons of every description from the
spective Governmentsof England, Ho|- 1 Gen. Sheridan’s headquarters,destroyed
cheapest to the finest— and many other

_

I1 ranee, and Belgium. From late in the Chicago tire, will return to the headaccountsthese Governmentsare likely to quarters of the lieutenant general at Chi-

__

1

put on the screws and endeavor to oblige

cago at once. The data which he

has

engagements.

^

been accumulating while here embraces
Itis not, however, an easy matter to not only tho official records of the head-

ISp",n ,0 C0,nPly witl‘ ht*r

squeeze blood out of a stone, and Spain quarters, but also the

bus long since mortgaged

all

gagoable property to meet her

her mort- a

own

press-

,

official

with the

war. The

which were

fcK

Apples Oranges, Celfm
^
ary-Candics.JfaiHous.MdNms0,,,ec,ion-

anrt uny<Ju“M. ]arKe, strong and durable M. Lhlne. con- ructuclelegant and m.lld, from
ht best material with mathematicalprecision,for

1

ConstantFamily um or manufacturing purposes
Always ready at a moment's nolice lo do Its dav's
work, never out of order, and will last a genera,
tlon with moderate care; easy to understand and
manage; light smooth, and swift running, like
the well-regulated movement of a tine watch: SUmpie, Compact, Efficientand Reliable, with tin the
valuable improvements to he f-mnd In the highest
priced Machines, warranted to do the same work
the same way, and as rapid and smooth us a
Machine. An acknowleged triumph of Ingenious
mccnanlcalskill, essentiallythe working woman's
mend, and fur in advanceof all ordluarv Machines
for absolute Strength. Reliability and general us.s
lUness; will Hem. Fell. Tuck, Seam, Omit, Hind.

Cord

Tlie Only first-class Hotel in
Holland.

Trancient Guests Two dollars per day.

(.ather. Ruffle, Shirr. Plait. Fold.

president will give no

suits

and

8*',v

—

.ml ever,- thlrs ei.e

belo„si„K ,ha,

G.

From

E. J.

HARRINGTON.

munerativc,but has been a not iusignifi- c,liltiren* grandchildren,and great grand-

hurrying her into bank- i cb‘l(Irt'n. at New York last week. As the
a source a?ed coul),e 9,‘t surrounded by the elders
of income to Spain, and all further etforts ()f l,le a8sembled party, the little ones, to
on her part to retain her dominion over lhc nuniber 01 ,h»riy marched into the
the island can only result in the complete room two a,ul ,wo. 'he larger first,then
ruin of the mother
lbe snillllcr, until the rear was brought up
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tbeir inuependence without the necessity
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entirely devastating the

there would he

'

Island,
—
-

little difficultyin
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Cuba’s

obtainiug satislactory sponsors for any

such arrangement among
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Breakfast 25 ots. Dinner 25
cts. Snpper 25 cts.

one

v^e

'h« presentniion each

poem
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—
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Hepublkan reviewing

the first act ot the Electoral Commission,

says: “ The great
argument— indeed the only ex«use— for
the extraordinary commission is that it
may decide the presidential dispute on un
partisan grounds. If it does not.it had
in the issue of Feb. 10.

belter never been created, for
matters worse than

of the crew.

it

it

will leave

found them. If the

public fin.1 out that such a tribunal is no
uu uantce against notorious fraud in Flor-

The

by

the corp-es

against the award as excessive.

The

Worsted Dress

Goods—

richest patterns ever

sal

Drs.

some of

referred dismissed

the appeal and

the

Of all medicines calculatedto cure affections of the throat, chest and lungs, we
know of none weeau begin to recommend
so highly as Dr. King’s new dicovery for

lyrure, and lhat where

ver$i,ingelse has
president’s title will ever he submitted to
tailed. No medicine can show one hall
in this country, except under military or- so many positive and permanent cures as
ders, which has no better support than the have already been wrou.-ht by this won
derful remedy. Ft the Asthma and
republican certificatesfrom Florida and
i

Bronchitis it is a perfect specific curing the
Louisiana. Of tb it the republicans may worst cases in the shortest time possible
be assured. “Nothing is ever settled,” We would say hy all means give it a trial
- doses
----- -will^ relieve
VU the
1IIU worst
** i;
ease.
said Charles Sumner, “ that is not settled Three
Trial bottle free. Regular size *1. 00. - For
right.” I am still unwilling to believe
sale hy Wm. Van Putten and iat J. ()
that the eiirht republicans on tho commis- Doesburg, Holland, Mich.

2

S
H
W
4

that the poison of party spirit has

®

jm*

Downle wish to ncknowlpossible. It is poetic justice, that, while tdge the kindness of all the friends who
this thing is going on, brings forward the bo generously rememberedthem on the
final discharge of Belknap the sutler as
the outcome of republican promises to
N. L. Downik,
“let no guilty man escape.” Belknap
A. E. Downik.

and the whisky thieves set at large, and a

Florida felon entrusted with an electoral

what
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Drugs, Medicines, Paints, Oils,

Reid’s Fresh Flower Seeds,

nnd Fancy Articles.

including Pansy and Verbena, for 25 ct*.
I Choice vailcic* and The Tribute, 50 cts. Vee* table Seed* euhsdtuted 11^)
B

referred.

^Mention this

I'apor

'

B'

X,t|.,

J.

PreoertpMon.carcfuUy prepared at nil hour* of
ffV w,<l n Khl- 0ur H,ock fa Jill HrKt-cIn**.nnd
"t °^L'r h ,0 die public cheap for ea*h.
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TUG FOR SALE.

Merchant

ANNIS, M.

D.

||0i,an(1.

UlUfUIt
DKALEIt IN

prlceMo

,,li8

day rcduced ,he "hole *cule „

Drink.
Holland, Dec. 21*1, 1876. ^ Elo.M,
5 Cents a

Jr.

Nathan Kenyon, Banker

Boots and Shoes

ADE CLOTHING

M

general Banking, Ekcbango and Pnl

One door Went of VAN LANDKGEND A MELIS
and now offer* u full Hue of good* and at *uch reasonableprice*,that It w ill be to the advantage of
every one to come nnd Inquire. We have amide
facilitiesin our new quarters to make up clothing
at short
4

notice.

All

mil

0FJ|S»H1

-
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10

Of the neotestftyle*and beft qualitieswhich
offer cheaper than anybody olio.

I

Makes Custom Work a
Specialty.
I>. n.

Give us

to check at sight. Foreign e*r/,\,H K’i.n*d(Tt

K.

VAX R.UI.TE.
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KENYON.
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-

Great Variety.
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Goods.
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NEW BRICK STORE

HOLLAND, MICH.,
a

Tailor,
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t
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Ready Made
Moved Into

II. II.

a
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ftvlrabSe™;'11 "0“" One Step toward TemMANLY D. HOWARD.
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1877.
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0pp. Van Raalte's Shoe Store.
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plete destruction of their party, for it will

great moral ideas has
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No. 86, Eighth Street.
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vote for Hayes— that is
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ANNIS & BROEK,

daring diver obtainedbis money.

Ad Honest Medicine.

0

the

price.

E. J.

Ju-

Committee to which the case was
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c

Cft (l

and Louisiana,the discovery will he Consumption,Coughs Olds, Asthma,
more threatening to peaceful government Bronchitis, Hoarsettefcr,miing in the
I ™
than anything that has yet happened. No Phroat, loss of voice, «fcc^t^)es/W/m--
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GIVE THEM A TRIAL.

Harrington.

E. J.

Vage, hut the owners of the gold appealed
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the White House,— hut,
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Colonial Admiralty astonishingly low

about *15,000 as

Court awarded him
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ed in recoveringa

THS ELECTORAL COMMISSION.

order any time,

and satistaetion guaranteed.

the most beautiful

in

to

-----

by sharks, attracted there

Springfield

Meals got up

varieties at

A Queensland diver last year succeedbox containing*45,000
in gold from a wreck which was haunted

the leading na-

tions of the world.— xV. Y. Sun.
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A great variety of new prints— New
past their grandparents,each child prefii°n of their country must accrue, would
Styles of Ginghams, handsome patterns, at
probably enter into some arrangement sented the flowers to them; the boys to the
E. J. HARRINGTON.
grandmother, a,Hand Cic
the girls
girls to
to their
their trrandcrandwith Spain, whereby they could secure ^randmo,l,erultimately the posses-
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new lot of Embroidery

But what has ceased to be properly to I hy
Spain may possibly, even at this eleventh [,et a ,Knulu^ ot H^^ers, which decreased
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them.

City Lots for Sale Cheap at
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ruptcy. Cuba can never again be

country.

CASH ONLY.

Per

HARRINGTON.

E. J.
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CROCKERY AND
GLASSWARE.

Moreover, Spain already give evidence
Eastern Salt, Lime, Lath and
------partly occupied. Before departingfor Euot being utterly unable to pay even this rope the presidentwill visit the West.
:?f,^roffclH''nul,’er,'U5t<'n-""n,|Tliisis ami remains the popuone per cent, upon her consolidated debt.
E. J.
Eating
of Grand
The K°^en
golden wedding of Mr. and Mrs.
Hhe cannot carry out even her own miser- ,piIK
able composition.She has a property, ^sai,c Croodkind,aged 78 and 75, was cele.
Rapids.
A Good opportunityfor „ Grist Mill.
however, which to-day is not only unre- bratei} by themselves and sixty of their
Inquire of

HARRINGTON.

March

1, to

LAMPS,

grand rapids.

Shingles

Feb.

His stock of

forTta™'1 *

house

will sell at cost for

30 days Only,

\

own

ever had at

J.TeVaarwerk.
He

CROSBY’S

ground from him which his

ELFERDINK,

or

in return for advances of some sixty ! absence of the usual presidential levees
Come and Give us a Trial.
A new style ol' Poplins very
millions of dollars, made by that inslitu- ; this winter has been the subject of com
VAN DEN BERG A BRAAM.
cheap at
lion to the colonial treasury of the island, 1 ment. It can be stated that they were
Holland, Feb. 24, 1877.
were vainly hawked all over Europe for a , abandoned on account of the excited state
E J. HARRINGTON.
paltry sum of fifteen million dollars, which of feeling incident to the political cont st
WHMjvare, Crockerf/, unsurpassamount was finally advanced by capital-between the friends of the candidates for
ed at the Cheap Store of
ists (d Havana, at a rate of interestwhich the succession. The president has no inE J- HARRINGTON.
made even the Cortes growl, and the tention at present of taking up his rest
MORTON HODSE BLOCK,
greater part of which advance went into
dence in this city. The house which he
the pockets of the lenders, who were prestove-wood Corner Monroe and Ionia Streets.
owns here was taken by him only to reviously heavy creditorsof the govern- lieve the parties who h id purchased the
ment.

it II.

Best Chance
You

Harrinton.

E. J.

W.

--

of

positivelythat he will give a farewell dinner to his

pledged to the Spanish Bank of Havana 1 cabinet was entirely unauthorized. The

o

This Meat Market is in Sluiter'sStare, two doors
T. Kuniers’ Bo,»k Store. They keep o,i
hand a choice assortmentoi fresh meats, and also

ever

. Michigan.

and

bleached FrGSh POrL Salt Pork

un*,*1-’#c'lllJ
“>uslins, cheaper Ihun

ELFERDINK’S

H.

No. 78. Eighth St.

HARRINGTON.

Ash way Tweed for

statement

W. &

-My

has

E.J.

McVICAR.

J-

NO. 22 RIVER STREET,
Pr£an,r\Vr ^!,ildrv,1I'caP» without damage.
Iriceof Machine with light table, fully equipped
- far family work $20. Half Case, Cover. Side
Drawers and Cabinet Styles each at correspondingly low rales. Safe delivery guaranteed,free
from damage. Explanatorypamphlets illustr.ied
The above Arm make a *peclaltyofcimtom work
wi'h enj ravings of the several styles of Machines
referencesvariety of sewing. Ac., mailed free.
any hoL? |nCtiHhe “eUy l0W
(. otifidentlal terms with liberalInducements to enterprising Clergymen. Tencheis. Business Men.
Traveling or Local Agents. Ac., who desire excluat
t m .f r "i' r1^'1 0D “PPiieatlon.Address Repairing neatlj/ done
Kunda!l A Co.. 421 Broadway, New York.
Short Notice.

— and

Clothing

Roots and Shoes at

material for

The

HA RUING TON.

-E. 'r-

HALL.

Meat Market. The

numerous to mention.

Ready Made

full history of Sheridan’s connection

ing wants. Even the Custom House re- more levees nor dinners.
ceipts to Cuba,

HARRINGTON.

fiiteiies,too

laud,

W™

Holland,

and color very cheap at
E. J.

made

has, however, been

HOTEL

tnrough all kinds of goods, from cambric lo several
thicknesses of broadcloth or leather,with Hue or
coarse cotton, tlncn, silk or twine. Gives perfect
SHtiefaction. Will earn its cost several times over
n a season in the work ii does, or make a good
ti'itig for anv man or woman who desires to use it
for that purpo-e; works so failhluland easy the

early in April.

of taking anything

PHffiHIX

120,

’ a new and delightful •Vallop, Roll, Embroider. Run up Breadths,Ac
with wonderful rauldlty, neatness and ease, sews
erfuinc sold by the above dealers. ~
the strongest lastingstlteh equally flue nnd smooth

compromise with her credi- and. with Mrs. Grant, will be the guest of
tors by which she bound herself to pay
Secretary Fish until their departure from
lieu of the three

Fiitura Coapltts only

Hackmetack

to enter into a

one per cent, in

ad

«i^urfeM

Hrn d.

A Washingtontelegram says: It is arUnable, however, to pay three per rent, ranged that the presidentwill leave the
interest, Spain some time last fall ottered
executive mansion on Saturday, March 3,

02DZD”

MACHIjNE

Witli Tall!

....

able to borrow.

$20

OB’

For Domchtic ui»e.

nutiimol

ness Asthma, Whooping Uoiigh, Croup.
In these cases or any Lung trouble don’t
been purely mythical. It is not strange, J Republican newspaper published in Mas- fail to try it, it may save your l.ifc,while
therefore, that the credit of Spain should 1 8llchusetis,which enjoys a good reputa it will cost you nothing if it gives you no
relief. Cull at the Drug Store of J ()
be low, her nominal three per cents selling tion through the whole Union for its im
Doesburg, No. 70, 8th street and Win. Van
at about 14 cents on the dollar. In other Partiality
En.l
partialityand fairness —
—Ed.]
Putten. River street, Holland, Mich., and
words, Spain agrees to pay about 21 ^ per
get a trial bottle 10 cents or a regular size
president" QRANT.
tor 50 cts. oi $1, sold elsewhere by dealers
cent, per annum for what money she is

have

holders, but for years these dividends

NEVES CUT

"Till EVE2 BEAD? AND

We

believe that the wonderful results
directing that a vote so accomplished by the use of "Shilo/i't Conlation of some fourteen millions of people, tainted with every kind of politicalde- sumpticn Cun" are without a parallel in
the history of Medicine. Those who disSpain has managed to create a debt of over pravity as that
..........
....... should ho cast
of Louisiana
believe this and have occasion to try it,
It iita was
three thousand millionsof dollars. Of Oil!
out (if
of tho
the national ballot Iw.
box u
? If
can be convinced without expense iothemthis immense amount a portion known as ! rejectedfor good cause, four years ago, selves. Its success is so wonderful and
the consolidated debt, is supposed to pay I ten fold stronger are the reasons for reject- jure that we sell it on a guaranteeto cure
Consumption, Bronchitis,Coughs, Hoarsethree per cent, per annum to its fortunate in*>r tt now.”

. -

Secure an a ‘Ei\ cy
and $oO or $100 per week,

J.

Holland, Dec. 2,

w.

BOSMAN.

187G.

42-ly

BOOKBLNDI.Mi!

The undersignedwishes to Inform hi* old friends
and residents of Holland and vicinitylhat being at
January— present lucatod at Muskegon, he hn*'made arrangeprice
40 ments with Mr. W. Vorst. at Holland, at whose
,,rico •J-*°
store on River street all Job work for binding can
be eft I have purchaseda new and completeline
courtof tool* and stock and will furnish Urst-ciasswork!
man has

AJS> u1'*'

"

Mph

mwocts.

Muskegon,Sept. S

1875. A' (

L0ETINGU*

rw^iAMtxxew^^vnLAauincmvrivR^.UEjr/^eeaaFi&'in^j

new

Wi; prefer Hayes to a

^ottinfi

The

election.

The

Wisconsin lumber-camps are break-

ice

Black Luke Is gradually

in

--

melting.

Bkautipul weather for February.

men

birthday.

Thekk

is

a wonderfulrevival in

j Every

Twenty

Flags wore flying on Washington's

,

thousand unemployed work-

Y.

in Albany, N.

Kansas anticipates a very large emigra-

steadily declining.

-----

tion in the spring from Wisconsin, Minne-

Another Presidential campaign would
wind up the

operation.

for a

area will he

sown

state, is

to wheat

before.

prospering. The erection of

muddle

presidential

Is

not settled

Tennessee breeder.

is

Inducements are offered by thp Land
intended. Department of Florida for 50,000 wealthy
fifty

Prop. Gee’s hand have changed their
quarters, and

MATERIAL

Vermillioncounty, 111.,

in

houses the approaching season

in California the coming season than ever

The

IwihWt®

in the

throughoutthe State.

last vestige of business that is

Marysville,

of Beitsch’s store opposite this

phere looks vep1 Maysey.

which they intend

Just Received at

Mennonitcs to emigrate to the orange
groves.

have rented the upper

yet as we go to press; however, the atmos-

Offers his sendees ns such to the public and will
GuaranteeIds work for moderate rharucs. Having
been engaged for some time past for Messrs. .loslla
& Rreyman, has now started for himself In the
store of Ur J. ALBiBS, at

----

floor

------ -«•».

office,

to furnish up nicely.
----- -«»»• ------

This h the

first season '

within the

re-

collection of the oldest inhabitant”when

wheeled vehicles have superceded runners

-THE-

I kno ov people so fond ov contradikThe temperance meeting for next Tuesin Fehrtfary at Marquette. Mich.
shun
that it would not surprize me at all
-----day, will again he postponed on account
to
Hear
them
disputing
with
a
gide-hoard
They
have
discovered
that
that unfortuof the religious meetings.
—
about the distance to the next town.— nate old Washington monument has got
The schr. A. Plugger is being painted [Josh Billings.
to be torn down, what there is of it, and
-------up, and the schr. Wollin is being repaired
started again where a solider foundation
Gen. Newton has just finishedplans
in preparation for an earlv opening of
can be had, before finishing it.
for erecting a new bridge which is to cross
navigation.
-the Hudson at Pcckskill. It will be one
A teacher in a NashvilleSunday School
Stave holts are still aceummulating at magnificent span of 1,080 feet, and the
urged the familiar lesson that the early

—

-

an

for

above the water.

floor will lie 165 feet

bird catches the

early start of the factory, es-

The Common Council has passed

pecially if the weather continuesmild.

the

ssrs. Upham A Smith are repairing

“Fanny

who have

Shrivcr," preparatory to plac-

a resis out all night

Com-

navigation.—

mercial.
r,

who had

hHA«MU',

a dispensation

olic one, hut 1 confess

,
| the

Van

to the

rate of

m

L.— “Doctor,

A bright hoy

to this

rades,

my

to

—

ami sleeps

—

go. What

world?

My

all

The

den Belt

Tub

Patent

Holland, Mich.,

brother,

friends have all gone,
I

am

to

NEW FIRM!
JOB OFFICE.

tie

my

com-

and

I

l*r

Manufacturing Com-

Sept. 25. 1S76.
II. VVlJKRCIJSEN,
J. A HERB.

re-

-O

—

Van Fatten.

Gr.

am

weary of this

its sufferings.— .l&w/nfrr

Having succeededthe late firm of O. VanPuttcn
Co., at the same stand and In the same business
wishes to advertise through the colnmns of tb«
A-

//.

News

Our

A locomotive engineer, just discharged,

facilities for

sir.” Mr. L.-“Then revenged himself by saying that it was
ing are
wasn’t God kind to provide hell for their about lime ho left the company, anyhow,
comfort [RochesterCollege Paper.
for the sake of his life, for “there was
A.

CALL AND SEE.

WS

day.

Is there left

sate cheap.

for

Stevens.

“n-v ',k'"surc ln as'
,l10 „ex,

-“No,

me

want

world and

,

,

worm.

ready to go to them.

Senior clas-room. Mr.

Dr.

my heart is a Cath
I have a Lutheran

stomach.”
A team belonging

the

City Marshall.

r.-pmacM hv the pope l'UU','."lt'".fT1
for no, nl„ervin.; Lent, replied: -I ^
wuh
sure your holiness that

at

I

50 cents per day under the direction of the

,
for

eati..* fle«h. h,i„2

—

received support from the Poor

Fund, to work for the city

ing her upon the Holland route, upon the

opening of

Mr. J. Albers will attend to his Clock and Jewdry business, and Mr. Wijkhnljsento the Watches.
However, each of ihcm will wait on the pub Ic iu
absence of the other. They have a large and beau
tllul stock of Clocks and Watches,whlcn they otter

minded him that the owl, wisest of birds,

olution requiring,all able bodied persons,

M

No. 52, Eighth Street.

—

the Stave factory and prospects are bright-

ening

H. Wijkhuijsen,

mill at Fall River is in active

A sheep ranch of 640,000 acres has just
been surveyed in Menard county, Texas,

sota, and Michigan.

left.

A larger

----

vicinity of Oawfordsvillc,Ind.
-------

Mr. J. Mf.ykrs remains dangerously ill
is

-—*•**»

grand panorama— Ice as far as the eye
The Legislature of Rhode Island is encould see.
deavoring to make education compulsory

print-cloth trade.

and

—

j Sugar making has commenced

A trip down to the harbor revealed a

the

3STEW

itlg up.

Print-

stock of

Dry Goods,
flats

unequaled in this

and we are at

nothing lelt of the track hut two streaks of

Job

his

all

city,

ifc

(aps,

Groceries,

Crockery,

times prepar-

Flour

<fc

Feed.

rust and the right of way.”

ed to execute
from the Geerling Mills, pany have bought the large blacksmithshop
of Mr. Purdy, formerly occupied by
When
asked
by
a
young
man
who
conon Monday last, and were stopped in
front of this office— <»ue of the horses was Mr. McMartin and are having it moved to templated emigration what he thought of
seriously hurt. Runaways are becoming their own place, and will turn it into Texas as a place of residence, old Ben
a workshop for their purpose. That is Wade flew into a furious rage aud shouted
quite frequent.
rijit! Push it!
“If I owned Texas and hell. I would
C \PT. Cii \s Brandt complains that a
not hesitate to rent Texas and live in the
The latest news from Washington, by other place.”
pair of rubber hoots and a mouse-trap
telegraph, is to the effect that the Com"etc stolen from the schr. Banner, and
whereas the party is suspected, we would mission adjourned under the most terrible
The glass works in Brooklyn are makadvise him to return the properly if he excitement, some Republicans having ing glass that won’t break. Their lamp-

Etc.,

Bros, ran away

The Goods are
o

A prompt delivery free of charge, can

ALL KINDS OF

man

joined the Democrats in arguing against

trap.

Wafts. This

the vote of

At

the annual meeting of

ColummV

last straw for the

is evidently the

Democrats.

were

officers

man;

II.

elected : L.

T. Ranters, Fore

Gezon, Ass't foreman; P.

\

Emory, who has a ranch in the
near Winters, Solano county,
exhfoited on the 7th a hunch of

-Pm n

rot

hoards, and can stand cold water when
thrown

into the air 25 feet

te, to ask

Holland, Aug.

T^e

Raal-

Congress for an appropriationto

British steamer J.

sailed from

New Haven on

B. Walker

nies,

a

p

“Dr. Holloway hu* cured my headache that wn
chronic."
*•! gave one of yonr Pill* to mv babe for cholera
morbus. The dear little thing got well In a clay '•
"My nausea of u morning Is now cored.”
• Your box of Hollowav’s Ointment enred me of
noises in the head I rubbed some of yonr Ointment behind the ears, and the noise has left.”
•Hetid me two boxes; I want one for a poor fam

Hind in weight was taken from his

THE

IN

ily."

Roger M. Sherman was
made a

point

which

arguing

“I enc lose a dollar ; your price la 85 cents, but
the medicine to me is uoitb a dollar.”
“Send me five boxes of your Pills.”
Let me have three boxes of your Pills by return
mull for Chills and Fever.”
I have over VOO such testimonials as these, hut
want of space compels me to conclude.

a

the Judge

did not at once see. “ Mr. Sherman,”

rifles, and

said he, “ I would

33,600 Martini sablmrds.

DC

,

-

hoiifc.”

Promptly and Neatly

thank you to state the
steamer which lie intends to run along The
point so that I can understand^ou.” Eli
o
A steam iceboat, constructed by Mr Bowing politely, Sherman replied in his
shore between Manistee and St. JoMph
Mower
of
Areola,
Minn.,
has
been
doing
next summer, stopping at Grand HflVen,
blandest manner, “Your Honor is not
Muskegon, Pentwater, Ludingtoh allfd all good business on the St. Croix river this probably aware of the task you are imposother places for frieght and passerigers.” winter. The boat has a fine cabin lor ing on me.”
j
passengers who prefer such warm quarters
A couple of young men who t6ok of- to an open cutter. The boat has >tn iron
The recent mild weather in the West
fense at not having been invited at a wed- wheel filled with spurs, is moved on run- has had the effect to prematurelyhatch the
ding, in Vriesland, last week, avenged ners of steel, and propelled by steam.
grasshoppers that have for several years
themselves by taking a couple of rails off
ravaged the crops in Nebraska, Kansas
Mr. S. Ruiper started hack to his Iowa
the fence and ramming the door open with
and Iowa, and the farmers are hopeful
them, and otherwisedisturb the quiet fes- home, last week taking with him one of that a return of cold weather will prove
tivities— for which trouble they will be Holland’s fairest daughters, as his bride. the destruction of the pest, for it has been,
We wish them health and prosperity! At
prosecuted.
terson inlorms us that he is buildings

‘0i

The

schr. Kate Howard, which was

beached

last fall at St.

six others to the

Joseph, Mich, will

he taken off by our shipCarpenter, Mr. Anderson.

who

has taken his ways and blocks

Joseph to raise her and
launch her. Ills rumored that Mr. An-

from here

course.”
-

—

HOLLOWAY’S PILLS
Invariably cure the following diseases

to

prayer and revival meetings con

lege, in the 1st,

No medicinewill so effectuallyImprove the tone
of the stomach as these Pills ; thev icmove all acidity occasionedeither by intemperance orlmprop
erdlet. They reach the liver and reduce it to a
healthy action; they are wonderfullyefficaciousin
cases of >pasm-ln fact they never tail in curing
all disorders of the liver and stomach,
IIoLI.OWA Y*M PILL!1 are the best known in the
world for the fo lowing diseases:Ague. Asthma.
Billion*Complaints.Blotches on the Skin. Bowels
Consumption, Debility, Diopsv, Dysentery. J ry
•Jr1”. Female Irregularities.Severe of all kinds,
Fits. G ut. Headache. Indigestion.Inflamation,
Jaundice, Liver Complaints.Lumbago. PMes. Rheumatism, «• tention of urine. Scrofula or King's
hvll, Sore Throats, Stone and Gravel. Tic Donlouieux. Tumors. Ulcem, Worms, of all kinds, Weakness from any cause, etc.

The shipment of

LETTER HEADS,

beef to the English

NOTE HEADS,
RILL HEADS,

provide for the wants of the surround-

^

the present cemetery

Clapper, and we are told, a few more

is

too small for the

-

present, to say nothing of the future.

in

-------

and one hundred and seventy -five head of

STATEMENTS,

necessary arrangements can bo
board the steamers.
------

---

-

made

on

ENVELOPES,

—

The Presidentof the BornologicalSoSince the siege of Matamornswas raised
ciety,
Mr. T. T. Lyons, of South Haven,
goods
are
being
rapidly
shipped
across
blessed result we can mention that twenty
Mich.,
addressed the fruit-growers of Holnew members joined the 3d Reformed from Brownsville. The telegraph line is
land
aud
vicinity on the subject of fruitchurch on Sunday last, and some at the being repaired, and free communication
other churches— the number we did not will soon be establishedwith all parts of growing on Wednesday afternoon at the
obtain.
Mexico. Gen Revneltas has issued a proc- townhouse in the Township of Holland.
lamation announcing that the roads to tiie The attendancewas not so good as might
Foun-cent temperance eating-house have
interior are now open to commerce, and have been if a more seasonable notice of
been established in New York. The bill
warning Cortina and his forces against the meeting had been given. Comparaof fare includes twenty-six articles, rangmolesting trains and travellers. Revuel- tively few of our Holland growers knew
ing from four cents to one cent in cost.
anything of the holding of this meeting.
tas is a strong Diaz man.
For instance, beefsteak, pork steak, pork
In our next issue we hope to give n few
and beans, roast Ireef, pigs’ feet, sausages,
The Rhode Island manufacturersreport extracts of Mr. Lyon’s lecture, which we
corned beef and beans, ham, fried fish, business unusually promising, and Gov.
think will he read with interestby many
English pudding, etc., are four cents each; Lippitt thinks this is to be the best year
of our readers. Alter the speaker had
pies (per cut), beef soup, bean soup, etc., since 1867. The cotton mills are doing
closed his lecture it was resolved by those
private rortms by

young

three cents; coffee

and

folks.

As

PRICE LISTS,

a

res-

seven-eights of

taurants are largcly patronized by the poor

them

CARDS,
TAOS,

<f,4

ten or twelve cents upon a meal.”

i

aud

in

fast as they

can

Ire

made.

•

None are genuine unless the signature of J. Havdock, as agent lor the United Htaies, surroand*
eacbhoxoi Pilis.andGintment. A handsomer*,
ward w in be given to any one, renderingsuch Information as may lead to the detectionof any
party or panic* counterfeiting the medicines or
vending the same, knowing them to b« spurious.
Sold at the niai'Ufacorv of ProfessorHollo
wa» & Co.. New York, and by all respectable dmggists and dealers in medicine throughout the civil.
Ism world, inboxes at 85 cents, 68 cent* aud $1.

HYThere

is considerablesaving by taking the
larger sixes.
B.— -Directions for the guidanceof patients in
every disorder are affixedto each box.

”

Programmes,

Mice, 112 Liberty Street, New Yoik.

Handbills,

I. P.
lias

Etc., Etc.,

Etc

—
[

All kinds of Color

TOOUT,

MERCHANT TAILOR

Law Blanks,

least
present to organize a local society, and a
are taken up to April committee, consisting of C. A. Dutton, J.

many cases to July 1, and all at Coatsworth, I. Marsilye, 0. Bosnian and
people, the majority of patrons, says The profitable prices. The Spragues, who
T. Venhuizen, was appointed to’ draw up
New York Titm, “ confining themselvesto have been working hard to repair their
n constitution and by-laws, and said coma single Mish at four cents, and a cup of fortunes, are haying particularly good sucmittee was authorizedto call a meeting as
‘ coffee’at one cent, a few of the richer
cess with new designs in prints,are workand more cpkurean expend as much ns ing all their mills, and selling goods as
1,

Order.

IMPORTANT caution.

tea (per cup), particularly well; the productsof at

bread and pntatoes,one cent. These

In all diseases affectingthese organa, whethT
they secret loo much or two little water; or
whether they he afflicted with atone or gravel, oi
with aches and pains settled In the loins over the
regions of the kidneys, these Pills should he Ink
en according t-. the printeddirections, and the
Ointment should he well rubbed Into the small of
the hack at bed time. This tieatmcnt will give
almost Immediate relief when all other means

For Stomachs Out of

Hope Colcattle purchased at the Jersey City stockment. One thing is apparent— something
2nd, and 3rd Reformed must be done, and that very soon, whereas yards will he transportedas soon as the

the Wesleyan Methodist, one led by Elder

Disordeks of the Kidneys.

have failed.

stand a solid freeze.

cattle-dealingfirm in Holland

ing country has doubtless led to this move-

;

when hatched,cannot

tinue with unabated fervor— in

churches;in the Methodist Episcopal,in

FEINTING

markets has proved so profitable that a

---

utaneous Disorders

does not destroy the eggs, the insects

has started
The forming of a cemetery corporation
the enterprise of traneporling live stock
in the Township of Holland is being agifrom this country. The Rotterdam steamtated. The city not taking any measures
ers have been engaged for this purpose,

own expense.

The

locality,and report

has it that more families will follow.
“Westward the Star of Empire takes its

to St.

derson has bought her and will repair her
at his

same

t

the very root of the evil.

COMMERCIAL

ascertained that while the severest weather

For

And all eruptions of the skin, thia Ointmentla
most Inval'iahle. It doc* not heal externally alone'
but penetrates with the most searching effects to

--

the same lime Mr. P. Schaap started with

TPTTjTj

no appetite; Holloway’aPHI* gave m« a
hearty one/'
‘‘YourPllla nrc manrrllout."
' I send for anotherbox, and keep them in the

and after death a lump of lend nearly

case, and

cartridges, 5,000.000 Martini shells, 5,000,-

The Manistee Times says: “Robert IVb 000 bullets,33,600 Martini

these Facts.

•‘I had

Thursday with half a

10,000.000 Snider and 420,000 Winchester

2, 1870.

The Testimony of the Whole World,

improve Holland harbor. Mr. Van Raalte $1,048,000worth of arms and munitions stomach.
deserves the thanks of this community for for the Turkish government, including
his watch over our interests.

SEE.

VAN PUTTEN.

HOLLOWAV’S

brick floor, are unbroken.

whcat

Treas.
—
Van

G.

JOB PRINTING Mark

and falling on a

A singular suicide recently occurred
2nd Ass’t foreman; A. M. Ranters, Sec’y J
on Ms place, measuring thirty
in Drowana, Australia. A Greek who
J. te Vree,
^ Inches throve the ground, and one of barhad become insane by reason of poverty
—
ley, wftioh is heading out in fine style,
and
misfortunepoured a quantity of mol.
We notice in the House Proceedings of measuring twenty-four inches.
ten
lead
down his throat. He died in agoour Legislature, the introduction of a joint
resolution by the Hon. D. B. R.

W~ CALL a¥d

hills

Klcis,

_

be relied upon.

for driving nails into

heated without harm, while tlmir plates

Fire Engine Co. No. 2, on the evening oft
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UNCLE NED’S DEFENSE.

barroom. They took no notice of me

my

Jtr bredren an’ rIhUIih,I ri^s fob to Vplatn
whatever, not even returning
good
DIh matcab <lat you’ll talkin' 'bout— I bone to make it night,' only the landlord looked furtively
plain.
spiritsrose; I hoped
Pa berry Horry dat de t’ing bab come befd’dc after
chuVh,
fears had misled me and that I should
when I ‘aplaina'ityou will nee ’dat itam nuffln

me. My

get safely away.

much.
My

It looked quite duskish outside,but
he hostler was flitting about the stable
with his lantern, which emitted but a
little more effulgent light than a white
bean would have done; he brought out
my steed, aud I trotted away. The moon
— a little past the full — would soon rise;
and I pushed along at a smart trot, so as

your humble speakab, while trabbn’ here
below,
Hab nebl>er cared to board up gold an’ silver fob to
show ;
Wc’s only stoppin’ here a spell ; we all hab got to
frien'H,

die,

An' so I always trios to lay my treasabs up on high.
Dar’s jest one t’ing dat pesters me, an' dat am din,

you
I>e

my

see,

ravens fed old 'Lijah, but de critters'won’t feed

to get well out

me.

upon

the plains

waited imghty sartin
strong

like ;

my

into

dential escape from contact with the des-

faith was pow'ful

settlement,

when my

had

left at the

acute, trained, ever-

;

alert ears detected the sound of swift
I reckoned dat dem pesky birds would shuably be
. along.
riding. In what direction? From beBut oh. my frienly hearahs, my faith it cotcbed a hind me? Yes, for the mildly-floating
4 fall,
De aggravatin' fowls went by, an’ nebber stopped breeze blew from that quarter,* The face
at all.
of the prairie in this section was a little
rolling, but uot so as to afford any shel
De mcai an' flou' was almos’ gone, de jiork bar’l gettin' low,
ter, and not a shrub or bush dotted the
An' so one day I 'eluded dat I had bettah go
expanse for miles.
To Brudder Johnson's later-patch an’ borry jest a
I drew up my horse one moment to
few,
Twas evenin’ 'fore I got to start, I bad so much listen. On they came. No chance travto do.
elers ever rode like that. It meant purI

1

It
I

happeneddat de night was dark, but dat

I

didn’t

suit.

1

min',
kaowed de way to dat ar patch, 'twas easy 'nuff to

I gave my steed a lash ami he broke
into a convulsive gait, hove his body up

tin',

An' den I didn’t car’ to meet dat Johnson, fob
knowed
Dat he would sass me 'bout do mess ob 'taters that
owed.

with one or two plunges, stumbled* godown from his knees to his nose, and
pitched me literally heels over head.
For an instant I was paralyzed with asAgot de askit full at las’,and tuk ’em on my back,
I n’ den was gwine to tote 'em home, when some- tonishment, wondering what could have
thin’ went ker-whaek.
taken my trusty nnfl gmsl horse ; the
I fought it was a cannon, but it jest turned out
next, I seized the bit to fetch up the
to be
Dat Johnson's ole boss-pistol a-pointin' straight fallen animal, for there was no time to
I

ing

I

l

at

me.

lose.

But what was the matter with the
horse? He hail a white spot on his
face, and this white seemed to come off
on my hand as I touched him. A wet,
slimy, sticky substance, bearing a redown.
markable resemblance to whitewash.
With my heart in my mouth, I stooped
My bredren an' sistahs, de story am all told
{Ob course I pounded Johnson’ till he veiledfob me to feel his white legs and feet. Yes,
to hold).
i they were whitewashed, too. The trapAn' now I hopes you 'grees wid me dat din yore ease,
pings had been hiken off my own horse
an' such.
argufy aid him ; 1 'pologizeda heap,
But he soul dat stealin' 'taters was mean as stcalin’
sheep.
Ob course I couldn't take dat ar'; it bad an ugly
sour'.
The only fing fob me to do was jist to knock him
I tried to

Am

But what’s it to you if we are ?
can’t have gone far either, on that
animal.”
Riding away in search of me and of
what I carried. Wolf clattered off. The
woman watched him join two comrades,
who had waited at a little distance; then
she came in, and barred the door. I was
out of the coffin in a trice.
“ What shall I do ? what shall I do? ”
gasped the woman. “ They will be back
in twenty minutes ; for I believe that
vour horse is yet in sight ; and my husband is also liable to come at aiiy mo-

the quantityof whisky they had imbibed,
in the shape of “ nectar,” somewhat im-

“It was a near touch, Captain,” observed one of the men to me, “and I
peding their utterance.“ He can’t by
should not have liked the coffin at all.”
any miracle have got yet into the wooded
But it was the coffin that saved my life.
belt by Burford Springs.”
“ Horse couldn’t take him there.”
Rules for Winter.
“ Dick,” they called back, us they were
Never go to bed with cold or damp
riding on, “a cool twelve hundred apiee

at the inn, and transferred to this wortli-

berry triflin'mattahs to fotch befo’ de chu'ch.

feet.

!

Throw out your old

shell aud join the

Iu going

hunt.”

into

mouth

a colder

1

keep the
that by comair,

resolutely closed,
pelling the air to puss circuitously
through the nose and head, it may become warmed before it reaches the luugs
ment. ”
and thus prevent those shocks and sudden chills which frequentlyend in plueri“Your husband might perhaps shelThey kept within hailing distance for sy, pneumonia,and other serious forms
ter me. He—”
tliree or more miles, Dick of disease.
“Him!” she emphasized it iu deBpairing tones. “He is Bill Wolf’s
_____ 8maallin8 the heavy wagon along at a
Never sleep with the head in the draft
brother. I suppose you have managed 1 steaming pace; and I expected that the of an open door or window.
coffin would be jostled out.
to affront some of them. Aud they give
Let more cover be on the lower limbs
, By-and-bv, there was a sudden shout than on the body. Have an extra covno quarter.”
T(, go ! u hmd “tally-ho,” as if the huntsman ering within easy reach in case of a sudI looked around in despair,
h>vin bad sighted his quarry. It came from den and great change of weather during
out was to meet this Dick ; to stay
meant discovery,probably death. The the rigid. Nothing but an unwarrant- the night.
able amount of liquor could have influNever stand still a moment out of
coffin was no longer available, for Dick
enced
them to conduct themselves as they floors, especially at street-corners, after
was coming for it.
“It is death for you, any way," she did and to make this noise. The proba- having walked even a short distance.
moaned. “ I hear the rattle of Dick’s bility was that not a soul (save the one
Never ride near the open window of a
they fancied they were pursuing) was vehicle for a single half-minute,especialaxle-wheelsalready."
“Stay, there’s the rain barrel out- within miles and miles, but men bound ly if it has been preceded by a walk ;
side,” said I, in desperation. “They’ve on these raids are cautious. No sooner valuable lives have thus been lost, or
tried that once, they may not look in it was the noise heard than my driver came good health permanently destroyed.
to a halt. Listening for a* moment, he
again.
Never put on a new boot or shoe in
threw the reins across the horse, leaped beginning a journey.
And before you would be able to down, and started off towards his friends.
Never wear India-rubber in cold, dry
speak a sentence, the water was dashed
Perhaps the temptation of the money weather.
out of the cask, stealingdown into the
(that they might then be dividing) was
If compelled to face a bitter cold wind,
arid soil, aud I was in the barrel, and
too much for him.
throw a silk handkerchief over the face
the woman dropping a tub half filled
For one instant my heart stopped beat- its agency is wonderful in mollifying the
with water in at the top as a cover.
I ing at thought of the hazard which I was
cold.
She had barely time to re-enter the
, about to mu. The next moment I sprang
Those who are easily chilled on going
house, the door of which fortunately
i from the coffin to the ground. A
few out§of doors should haye some cottonopened on the side away from the moon,
lightning-like strokes, and I had severed batting attached to the vest or other garwhen a rattling vehicle drew up at the
i the traces and the rude hands of the
ment, so as to protect the space between
door, and I heard a voice raring aud
harness.
the
shoulder-blades behind, the luugs
swearing at the woman for something
The
whole
scene
is
vividly
pictured
in
being
attached to the body at that point ;
done, or undone ; and then from the
bunghole, the plug haring been dis- my mind now. The moon-lightedprairie, a little there is worth five times the
lodged in the upsetting of the cask, I the sloping ravine towards which the amount over the chest in front.
Never sit for more than five minutes
saw the furious return of the tliree other renegades had been dashing, and the
renegades. Hearing Dick’s wheels they wagon standing in the trail I mounted at a time with the back against the lire
must have turned back. As to the steed one of the horses and urged him onward. or stove.
Avoid sitting against cushions in the
they supposed I was on, they knew they All might have been well, had not the
could catch that up at any time, what- quick ears of the men caught the echo of backs of pews in churches ; if the unhis footsteps. Looking round, they saw covered board feels cold, sit erect withever the delay.
There
deal of loud talking milbing off-and I think must* have out touching it.
— ^ ensued a good III.
Never begin a journey until breakfast
explanations, and oaths. A jorum of hot known me, for 1 was lighted np by the
nectar was prepared, and they all went in bright moonlight. With a wild shout, has been eaten.— J/aW’* Journal of
in pursuit. There was the Health.
to partake of it. Dick refusal to join in they
T? came
Cftme on
011 111 Pur8mt- ^ere was the
The driver mumbled some foreign answer, as if the nectar were clouding his
understanding,and whipped up his horse.
If he did attempt to move the coffin, I
was lost.

'

perate characters which I
I

and

the right trail l>efore that time. I was
feeling infinitelyrelieved at my provi-

I

Dey's got above dar business,an’ jest goes swoopin’
roun'.
An' nebWr turns to look at me a-waitiu’ on de
groun',

“Ay.

He

t,ie

;

m

;

j

,

j

i

!

-

i

animal, which had been whitewashed
I over to imitate mine.
SAVED BY A COFFIN.
This discovery brought au appalling
interpretation of the oncoming horsemen.
Rilling hard and fast, almost aa for I gave the horse the whip as soon ns his
dear life, along the wilds of the vast and unstable legs were well under him, and
a sting
lone Western prairie, I found myself, to sent him scouring' on ahead ; while I ran the hunt after me, on account of haring ‘ 8,lftri) Tp()rt of 1two ntle«The Talmud.
__
.
” 111
Hhmililor in I11V
my foot, another in mv
my shoulder
; Imf
but
my intense astonishment,entering upon oft' on foot to the right, making for a little to take the coffin to its destination.
the
horse
was
unharmed*
and
the
race
for
Tryon
Edwards,
in .Scribner'* Month“ Any way, we are bound on the same
a straggling settlement, and pulled up to hollow that I saw in the distance. This
life began.
li/ , says: The Jews, Protestants and Roreconnoitre and consider. That I had proved to be a shallow,dry ravine ; and track,” cried Wolf, “ so you may have
There was one disheartening disad- manists all agree in receivingas canonimissed my way was all too plain ; for, on here, to my profound astonishment, I the pleasureof seeing us wing the turvantage
for me : I had no saddle ; hut I cal the looks of our Old Testament. But
key.
Five
or
six
thousand
dollars.
It’s
the course that I ought to have come, discovereda low cabin, or hut, about the
as the Romanists would add to these the
there was uot a cabin or a single settler! dimensions of an ordinary country log- a prize we don't get a chance of every was riding for my life, and I held my
apocryphal hooks, so the Jews insist on
day.”
a teed between my knees, and took the
Somewhere or other I had got out of the cabin. Dashing up to this, for it was out
adding their oral law. They say that
“Won’t
old
Southard
swear
when
he
broadtrail
with
the
fury
of
a
tornado,
right track and into the wrong one.
my only hope of shelter. I gave a rapid
when the written law was given to
Almost any traveler in the border sec- succession of knocks. A shrinking,pale finds the money don’t reach him, and lie ! The issue would rest chiefly with the
doesn’t know why
horses. I knew nothing of the one which Moses, inscribed on two tables of stone,
tions would have been rejoiced to thus and cowering woman opened tlie door.
A
shouting
laugh.
Dick’s
voice
was
I r<H^e ; 1 knew nothing of those that God also gave another and verbal law exstumble lujexpectedlyupon a place where
“ What is it?" was her first question,
planatory of the first, which hi' was comheard
as
it died
: m‘rp pursuing me, excepting my own
--- ----fyou
and shelter might be Uiiuuueu.
obtained. Al
At noticing my breathless haste.
“Is there water enough out there, white-faced hors*1. He could run like an manded not to commit to writing, but to
another time I should have beeu so myHad I taken a moment’s reflection,I
deliver down by oral tradition. When
Jenny,
to drink my
antelope, and outwiud a hurricane.
self. Not now. In the breast-pocket
u., true explanamight not have given the
“ 1 11 see,” she returned, moving slowly Gu, and on, and on, my steed, desper- Moses came down from the Mount, they
my closely-buttonedcoat I carried live tion
tion as
as I
I pushed in
her. In all probain by
by her.
over the sill. And then, leaping to tin* ftHY spurred with the point of the knife, tell us that he first repeated this oral law
thousand
four hundred
ninety
.
- - Tand
------j odd bility this secret ’
hut belonged to mv
to Aaron and his sous, and then to the
dollars m greenbacks. It was during enemies. The moon was coming up drv cask, she lifted out the tub and tipped ,)ore uhead, actually causing me to gasp
seventy, and finally to all the people,
my
barrel
oven
a
little
so
that
I
could
! for breath; and not 20ft yards in the rear
our time of war. Tins money had been i and red in the east,
each of whom was obliged- to repeat it HI
spring out.
rode those would-be assassins.
given into my charge to carry it without “Is there any chance to hide here?
Oil the rolling prairie now; and my his hearing,to insure its correct remem“ Hide where best you cau,” she whisstopping,and by the most unfrequented My horse has thrown me, and I believe
pered.
animal took tin* declivitieswith a plunge, brance. Just before his death, they say,
route, to Fort L —
and place it in the | a party of desperadoes are close up with
he spent a month and six days in repeatlianas of Col. Southard, who was waiting me. ”
The best place, the only place seemed ami the elevation with a sure, fierce
ing
it to them again; and then, they asstride.
Across
the
brawling
ford
nowfor it.
She mechanically closed the door be- to be the dark comi*r between the cabin
sert, he committed it in a special manner
hut
crack
came
another
rifle
echo,
and
“Get tn rough at your best speed,” hind me before I had finished my ex- wall and the barrel. Dick came out, and
to Joshua, through whom it was imparted
said the Major General to me when I planation. “ No, no ; there is no place,” Jed his horse up to the tub to drink. again a stream of tire seemed to strike
to
Phiueas, and so on through the long
was on the point of starting. “The she gasped, her ear catching the sound Then, turning the wagon endways, lie my shoulder. They were closing inclosing
up.
I could now make out only line of prophets, and afterward of teachmoney has been long due, and Col. of the coming horsemen. “This is all went indoors, brought out the coffin with
ers, down to the time of Judah the Holy,
Southard is showing some irascible tem- there is ; this one room.”
the help of one of the others, and slid it two horsemen following. One of these
had discharged his rifle at me ; the other who lived in the second century, by whom
jkt over it. Should you scent danger
My eyes had been seeking for a piece into the vehicle. Bill Wolf came out I supposed was keeping his in reserve it was committed to writing lest it should
eu route ride in a careless maimer, as of furniture, or else that I might lie cou- next.
until he should be a few yards nearer. he lost. This work, consisting of six
though you had nothing about vou. Be , cealed in— all in vain. Suddenly they
“ I’ve made another jug of nectar,”
hooks, is the famous Mishna of the Jews,
very cautious.”
caHed out the woman. Aud at the tempt- I knew not where I was, how far 1 had
( rested on a dark object in the far corner.
come,
or how far I had to go ; but I did which, with itsGemara, or commentaries,
“ Is it known that this money is going
“ But this ?— w hat’s this ?” I exclaimed, ing words they all went back to the
constitutestheir celebrated Talmud, in
to him
‘
cabin. I believe the woman did it to think and hope T must be nearing civilimaking a rush for it.
which is comprehendedall their leaming
zation and Col. Southard’s camp.
give
me
time.
“ It is not generally known. Some
“It’s a coffin,"was her quick rei and much of their religion as a people.
Could I keep up this pact* { Would
few. of course, inevitablyknow it— the sponse. “ But there’s no other chance—
At that moment a wild and desperate
Away and away went The whole work is held by them m far
mail agent and a clerk or two. Still, I they are turning up to the door. Get plan entered my brain; but, feeling for the horse fail
; higher esteem than the Bible, so much
we
; I in front, they behind.
don’t see that we need fear treachery in.”
my knife, I found that it was missing,
A momentary dizziness threw me for- 1 so, that they say the Bible is water but
from them ; I think you will be ail
I had barely time to place myself in along with the belt to which it was atward
on my horse’s neck. Whether I ! the Talmud is wine; and they even desafe.”
this receptacle for the dead, whon
when a i t,l0p(‘<p In. ^ie sudden jostle which the
should
have yielded to the faintness, I clare that he who studies the Bible when
But here I was, having lost my route, hoarse voice that I had now too good I Btml had given me, the girdle had been
know
not ; but a distant sound struck on he might read the Talmud does but waste
and not knowing whether I was ‘safe or cause to know, that of Bill Wolf, was snapped and lost without my knowledge.
my ear, and brought me up. Oh, it was
U11,l that to sin against the
not — at least, whether the money would heard outside. His heavy whip struck The horses of the three renegades— my
good,
that
sound
!—
but
I
was
not
is far worse than to sin against the
be. And, now that I had blundered on the door.
own, which had been retained by the
former. So implicit is their confidence
hostler at the inn, among them — were yet, I broke into the wild, long, fierce
to the verge of this scanty settlement,
“ Here, you Dick !— Is Dick here ?”
yell of the border rangers, and sped on | ^ this oral law that it is almost useless
what must be my course ? Should I halt
The woman threw her apron over hitched on the farther side of the door, again ; but my horse had that peculiar to KttB0U witl1 n Jewo«t of the Old Teafor refreshment,as any ordinary traveler Her head and opened the door.
where the moonlight,striking by the end
twist now and then in his gait that told 1 tameDtJ f(,r pe is ever ready with an anwould, or should I ride straight through
of the cabin, rested fully upon them. It
“Where’s Dick ?”
^ , me he was
I 8Wt“r from the Talmud, with the author!
without stopping ?
“ He lias not come hack !” returned
i
me,
The latter course might of itself excite the woman.
less
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suspicion. So, pushing on to the house
“ Oh, not yet ! Jenny, have ye heard and riding off; so I embraced the oulv ?nt °!1 the rnH111S win(1* ,lll<l mJ h(iart
alternative.Creeping into the wagon
Wft8 the 8hn11 lun8ic
FIs,» Culture,
of entertainment with the most careless a horse go by yonder?”*
air I could assume, I got off my horse.
tiie drums
Tin* American Fish Culturists’ Associ“Yes, just but now. I looked out, lifted the coffin-lid, aud again lay down 4i10 ,uu ^1<
.
''‘huitry;who wen* probably return- ation has just held its sixth annual meetIf treachery had been at work 1 was, no thinking one of ye might be coming. in the long, narrow prison.
doubt, being watched for on this route Seemed to have a small man on it. ”
read a paper on the result of the artias on others, and should need all my
“ Driving on like the devil— eh ?”
ficial culture of fish in New York State
cunning to escape — if escape were indeed
“Going fast,” she answered. “You
by
the commission. The shad fisheries
possible. There\ were
only
two
men
in might, perhaps, hear its track still,” she
---- r
-IB umn Him, HIU*
the bar-roor
' the *land- added, passing out and pulling the door
of the Hudson had beeu so changed, he
oar-room when I entered,
said, that there are now ten fishermen
lord and the
the uosner.
supper; to. “Listen!”
hostler. I1 ordered supper
and sat down.
employed where there was one eight
But Bill Wolf must have been of a susTwo travelers next rode up and ordered picious nature. I heard him leap from
years ago. Prof. Milner read a paper
drink. One of them went with the host- his horse. For the life of me I could
advocating the protectionof fish by legler, the other threw himself down on a uot help pushing nn the coffin lid by a
islation. Mr. Balteman said that in Holbench outside and l>egan Ailing a huge hair’s breadth, aud looking through the
land there was a regular fishery police,
pipe. Strolling carelesslyabout the chink. A fire was burning ou the stone
and recommendeda similar system for
Can
1th, a
room, I managed to glance from the win- hearth. Bill Wolf had a hand ou each how my heart beat away at the thought?
i
au^ repeated it; aud this country. Mr. Wilmot, of Canada,
dow. My heart leaped into my throat, door-post His brutal head was thrust
reported as to fish-culturethere. Some
pursuit, while his rider shouted and
for in the man seated there I recognized inside the room, peering about.
000,000 salmon and 9,000,000 white
had none; other than the hope of having
lashed him, and tried to pull him round fish are nearly ready to be placed iu the
Bill Wolf, one of the most desperate
“ What’s that?” he questioned.And onlv one man to deal with, if Dick parted
charactersthat ever figured in the annals my heart stood still, for I knew he spoke with the rest and went alone. He had the other way. For a brief space of streams. There was a general discustime, Wolf, for he it was, wrestled with sion of fish legislationand interests,and
of border ruffianism. Yes, it was cer- of mv retreat.
said he would go with them as far as the
the animal, lashed, goaded, roared at a fish supper to close with iu the eventainly he, and no other. There was the
“ it is Staffer’scoffin,”she answered “Forks;” after which, as I comprehuge red mustache, the thick, hairy “ Blue Rex left it here for Dick to take hended, his way would lie one road and him; but my incessant, jerky whistle__
call kept his mind and head toward me.
throat, and the shoulders hunched up over to-night.”
theirs another.
A Lawyer’s Charges.
Wolf only gave np the fruitlessstruggle
around his head, suggesting the shape of
“ Stuff !” ejaculated Wolf, contemptuThe three others mounted, and all were and leaped from his back, when a squad
No wonder our leading lawyers get
a mammoth clam— and there was the ously. “A coffin for the likes of him!
about to start, when the woman ran out of infantrydashed over a billowy swell
rich. Look at the charge brought by
voice with a deep-down intonation, like As Staffer made his own bed, so let him
with some sort of a blanket, and muttered of the prairie.
the plop, plop, plop of water hurriedly lie on it.”
W. B. Martin against the Windsdor
something about covering the coffin.
“It is Wolf,” I panted, as they bore Hotel Company for legal services. Mr.
leaving u jug.
“The boys wish it,” said she, “aud Dick yelled out to her to mind her own
down. “ Go in pursuit of him; I am all Martin’s bill of particularscontains a
I sat down again and went through the Dick promised.”
business and let the tiling alone.
right now.”
few items such as these :
form of eating my supper; but whatever
“Dick be shot! He ought to be here.
But she succeededin accomplishing
$ 1,000
No need to urge them. A price was Drawing a leaao .............................
appetite I might have felt, on my en- Are you sun* he is not in? You’ve not
Drawing nummonii ami complaint ............ 500
her
purpose.
Disposing
the
blantrance into the inn, Imd vanished now. got him in hiding anywhere ?”
ket across the coffin,
he was
The discovery that this dangerousman,
Wolf, all suspicion,went up to the beginning to drive away, she conOf the
the time. I
I just
iust saw some of Drawing mortgage
niortgagc and iKinda
l»ond* ..........
......... .......15,000
outlaw of
Bill Wolf, was at my elbow, tilled me ram barrel, and I heard him shake it I
trived to lift its lid and itrop inside a them fly off — while the plain seemed to Defendinga mortgagemilt ................... 1,500
with suspicion and dire apprehension. suppose he thought “ Dick ” might have
General ooiiuhcI fee ..........
30,000
His being there might be all chance; but taken refuge in the water ; then he came bowie-knife. You may be sure I seized be rising imd falling about me, and then
Other items bring the general amount
it heartily, and gave her a blessing, too, quietly fainted ; partly with fatigue and
—I did not believe it to be,
up to $60,000. How many such clients,
the door and looked in again. Satis- poor thing; and the first use I made of
excitement,chiefly with loss of blood.
one may ask, would a lawyer need in
Presently the men came in together, fied, he turned away, and mounted his
it was to lodge the lid up just a fraction.
And when my eyes opened again, they order to get rich ? The Windsor Hotel
and ordered sapper. Mine was finished, ! horse.
So that my breathing was easy, though fell on Mr. Wolf — a prisoner. Our men must be very profitable in order to stand
and now was my chance to leave.
“Are you in pursuit of the man gone my position was cramped.
hod brought him in to receive his deserts. such a bill Instead of paying, however,
Puyiug my score, and saving a general ; by ?" asked the woman in a timid, care“We’ll beat np the game speedily As for myself, I was saved, and the the proprietors contest the claim.— iVcur
good evening, I crossed the dim, smoky 1 less tone.
now," said the horsemen one to another, money also.
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“ I note everywhere,as an unbiased
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these parallellines of human progress
the marvelousCentennial Exhibition is
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Tlie London papers announce that the
SIcaiT."
monolith popularly known as Cleopatra’s
Needle is to be erected by tlie Board of Frank Leslie's Historioal Register
Works on the Thames emlmnkment, if
- Of THB
it can be transportedfrom Egypt to the
Thames. It is a single block of stone, Is the only complete Pictorial Historyof the Centennial
A mammoth panorama, ,000 Urge engravabout as high as an ordinary house in published.
ings, many of them being UHby!*1 ‘4 inches. AtfeutK
London, seven feet in diameter, and Wanted. Address AGENCY DEPARTMENT.
FRANK LESLIE’S PUBLISHING HOUSE,
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bring me that cat.” The cat turned the
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scales at exactly one pound. “There, scenes in the Grant Exhibition, and is tbe only antbentio
didn’t, I tell ye slie had eaten a pound of and complete history published. It treataofthe grand
mate this mornin’?” “All right, my CTaUdlngs, wonderful exhibits, curiosities, great event*,
boy, there’s yer pound of mate, but etc. Very cheap, and tellsat sight. One Agent sold 48
.1. coplea In one day. Send for our extra term* to Agent*
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abundantiynoticeable. You may say, to admire you, take Dr. J. H. McLeaffs Strengthdear sir, that I take an optimist view of | cuing Cordialand Blood Purifier. It will give
von health, strength,vitality, and pure, rich
tilings, but I simply speak of what I see
blood. Dr. J. H. MIcLean’H office, 314 Chestnut
—that great cities cannot he without sin, street, Ht. Louis, Mo.
nor human nature generallyfrom folly,
nor (as is hinted to me) politicallife puriHanford’sRadical Cure for Catarrh is
remedy, and in prefied from corruption,are manifest truths, a local and constitutional
hut at all events the good is on the sur- pared by diwlillation. Not a particle of woody
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We noticed in one of our exchanges
temperance that Americana may
......
now be called a water-drinking
people. thin week the rtatoment of Dea. John Hodgk”ls’ <lf Nouth JefTcmm, Me., whone hou was
I have not yet seen a sintfle case of in- 'f /tnv../!
i\f ivwrivtw.iit tn
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toxication, and habits of dram-drinking
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seem to be quite on the decline. No at thin time aH tending to corroboratetho Htate-
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ANYA

2W, Chicago, IU.

abbreviatedbut very good method for lieginnera.

WINNER’S NEW SCHOOL

tMi:

so slight.

A new method

sn

is

New York.

LWleitowa, Maas.

COINS
UUlllU Ur Coin Coix*oto», Box

CLARKES $1 INSTRUCTOR F8SD

First-classStock Farms, excellent Agricultural
Lands,
and the best Tol>acooRegion in the West. Khort winter*. no grasshoppers,
orderly society,good market* and

Coughs and Colds.
Sudden changes of weather are sources of
Pulmonary and Bronchial auctions. Take at
once “Browns Bronchial Troches," let the
Cold, Cough or Irritation of the Throat be ever

:

>8®

two distinguishedmusician*,and

m.v'lilna.

Lands for Sale

....... -

ecouomicalhousekeepers.

of that city prints

cials, there is so vast a stride

($2.60) in the work of
is equal to the bent.

ORGAN AT

and square weights always reliable.This is
Mr. Martin F. Tupper is in Charles- why their soaps are so popular with all good and

C. The XacH

METHOD

EMERSON'S NEW

land, Me., to San Francisco,25,000,000pounds
annually. No so-called greases enter into these a hwdthv country.Low Prices! Long Credit !
soaps. Only pure refined tallow and vegetable
Free Triinsporlntioii
to tha land* famished purchaser*. For furtherinformation,
address
oils are usea, containingno adulteration.Fair
A. L. DEANE, Land Commissioner, St. Louis.

‘

Tapper on America.
ton, 8.

S.

658 Broadway,

Term* moderate.1,000 tostlma
Describe cat. Da. F. K. Maesh. Quincy, Mich.

larity.

la

This vacant area might easily be npide shown bv the unprecedented sale which their
available as an immense waiting-place have reached during the year 1870. This
confor carriages on
on the
Urn day
.lay of the
tlio opening
ownitm ! cern
bL.,a’
in the United States," producing and selling
of Parliament,with results which would in all parts of this country,from the Red River
he eminently satisfactory to all who have of the North to New Orleans, and from Portassisted at the ceremony.

St.)

A/I -°

than SO, 000 cople* in the best pruol ol ita great popu-

Ulustrated Price List, Ac.

Willcox & Gibbs
(Cor. Bond

space, altogether unused at present,and
likely to be so for some time to come.

tor

^

HABIT CURED AT HOME.
Publicity.Time abert-

U

|

BETZE'8 SCHOOL

SCHOOL E85
SILENT SEWING MACHINE. ROOT’S
oldest and best methods. Widely known snd used.

counter for free distribution.
Popularity.

niala.

Stitch
Indicator.
rvrry

(3

practice.

with

of

WJ

MONEY

($2.60) l* universally known as one of rare merit, both
in the Inatruutivu coarseand the well-chosenairs for

Automatic
Tension and

Mark In bate

MM

Detroit.

Made

with our Btenoll end
eck Outfit. Circular* Free.
H. N. A A WTHUK MTAFFOAD.105 Fulton St.. New York.

FOR REED
ORGANS

NEW METHOD

CLAHKE'S

Only mschlne
in the world

Results.

artlolMtn the world. Ona aaayte free

$350 srB•>AY BRONSON.

GIBBS

ft

producing
most
Marvelous

the people at so moderate a price ($1.50, postpaid), that it is no wonder that almost one hun-

may

WILLCOX

Latest
Invention,and

Chamber an easier one than lias hitherto
been. Under existing circumstances,a dred thousand have already been sold. His
memorandum books are on every druggist's

on

th—Agante wanted.S6ta«nM

AUTOMATIC

some arrangemeut 1 V"?-.'. bo',k <* over ™ie .hundred p*go»,
trati d by twn hundred and eighty-two engravl>e made which would render ings and bound in cloth and gilt, is offered to

not be consideredout of place. Just beyond Victoria tower there is a large open

83

drugiriatB.

NfclF

next 8th of February,

practical suggestion

all

tag

|

the bisk of getting away from the Peers’

MUSIC BOOKS

MW

|

could not

EPILEPBY^^^SfS

on!
puirmfnarytrouble*that *o often end in conaumpth
If ao, use U Wilbor't Pur* Cod Liver Oil nnd Limr,” a safe
auu
tMUGBCkUUIicuimij.
IIIIV am
|*av|»ma »****!*,
and efficacious
remedy. .Thie
la no quack preparation,

and founding substantialinstitutions like Dr.
Pierce's Grand Invalid’s Hotel at Buffalo, which
costs over two hundred thousand dollars,unless
their business be legitimate, their goods meritotheir arrival and departure,it has been rious. and their services which they render the
people genuine and valuable. Dr. Pierce does
deemed advisable to augment the num- not attempt to Inunbug you by telling you that
ber of police stationed in front of the his Golden Medical Discoverywill cure* all disupper house. In all there will be upward eases. He says, “if your lungs are half wasted
of 3,000 constables between Buckingham by consumption, my Discovery will not cure
palace and the House of Lords. Those you, yet as a remedy for severe coughs, and all
curable bronchial, throat and lung affections, I
who have experiencedthe difficulties and believe it to bo unsurpassed as a remedy." The
discomforts of getting away from the people have confidencein his medicines because
House of Lords after the royal ceremony lie does not ovor-recommendthem, and when
will doubtless remember why, on the
they give satisfaction.His Medical Ad-

Peeresses of the extreme crowding
around the door by which those personages enter the House of Lords, both on

/

WANLEDa*H«m=

114 Monroe St.y Chicago! HI.

no

]

.

UXV

mmxtmuTTvui
( Isll o WUOnU*
I
of ite kind, having by far the beat sale of any.
bottiM were freely given away, and t hi* led toils

B
JAMES JOHNSON

introduction.
„ .. Clayton. Jeff. Co.. N. 1
_
. _ . F;x-Memberof New York Lsgislat
,

.

Sold by H.
C. N. U.

. HURLBUT A

OO., Chicago,III

2£ic«icm

[

___

Council/

-

session and was called to
K. Kantere, president pro tein.

1/ of

.

Present: Aid. Kantere,
• Mlnderbout,
, .
,
Cropley,Breymall, Dykema, Sipp, Schmid
and the clerk.

clerk.

.

and

FAULT

huvIiiL' been made In the conditions
certain Indenuiroof Mortaare* bearing
date the 18th day of December, A. D., 1873. made
and executedby Henry 8umelt and Emma Sameit
Of the City of Holland. County of Ottawa and
tftnteof Michigan, parties of the first part, and

1 'vE

a

HEROLD,

E.

1

call at the store

Ladies,

ACCOUNT.

The following bills were presented for

Dry (roods,
Furnishing (roods,

Gents,

:

J. Rlootwijk .............................
$ 3.95
F.J. on. ............................. .... l.*5
K. Van Der Veen ........... .............. 8 75
P. Koalng ................................
88.15
O. J. Doeaburg ............................
.. . 5.110

:

F.Jonkman ..................
..........
J. W. Ten Haul

Com. on

— Referred to

7.01

Claims and Ac-

counts.

KKPOKT OK COMMITTEES.

John Quartcl
.$ 3.56
3.50
E. Routnan
C. Maartlu ...........................
6.W
U. Van KerkfiH)rt .........................
11.00
Van Lente ..........................
7.00

- -

We

bills

ordered paid.

(Aid. Matrau appeared and took his seat.)

W

Everything in the line
the highest market prices.

REPORT OF CITY OFFICERS.

E.

j

Holland. Mich..

KILLEAN, Proprietor.

The clerk reported action of the Board Washington Sit,, - - Brand Eaten, Hid
of Health requesting the Common Council
to change Ordinances No. 28 and 40 so as
First-Claw Acrom modations.
to conlorm with charter and Slate Law.
1

By Aid. Matrau,

,

531 (Broadway , ]?eiu

1

•

!

After recess the Com. on Claims and Accounts reported recommendingthe following bills for payment:

good

July 2fi. 1876.

E. J.

in

market

sell cheaper

Holland.Feb. 14, 1874.

46 2-*

Lanterns,

From and

after this

date,

1

the direction of the

Ca’alogue* of Lantern and Slide* w ith direction*
for uaing *ent on application.
A:y Ixtirpriilxfsub cbb mike nosey vrith i Magic
Lantern.
out this advertisementfor refer-

Rtwltody That all action relative lo
changing the City Charter in connectionlo
school matters be postponed indefinitely.
}>/m: Matrau, Cropley and Sipp.— 3.
Nays: Kantere, Miuderhout. Breyman,
Dykema and Schmid — 5.— Lost.

ence.
tyCut

Council adjourned.

_ _

fllCKFOfiD
City Clerk.

A
those

-

Knitter

in

advance. One of the French
refer to the

The stand is one door west of G. J. Haverkute
Son'* Hardware Store.

W. BUTKAU,

VAN ZOKRKN.

J.

Holland. July

1876.

14.

with

The best COUGH

ncatne«f

CANDY

Horse Shoeing a Speciality

sets or in large

J.

Holland. September 1,

^

A

CASH

sale in

FMEMAN.

0 0

1875.

U

Or

H

t>>0 lmst

work

For

York for

years, but
this Stale.

;!(l

ForSale by

Can’t be made bv every agent every
month in the busbies* we furnish but
those willing to

in use—

New

new in

the

pound

or ounce.

can easily earn a

dozen dollar* a day right In their own localitle*.
Have no room to explain here. Businesspleasant
and honorable. Women, and boy* and girl* do a*
well a* nn n. We will furnish you n complete tintfit free. The business pay* better than anythlnji
SOW LOST, SOW RESTORED! else. We will bear expenseol starting you. ParJn*t onbliahed,a now edition of ticulars free. Write and see. Farmers and meDr. Culvenrell'iCelebrated K**nv on chanic*, their sons and daughter*, at. d all classes
the radicalcore (without medicine) in nod of paying work at home, should write ton*
of Spermatomeaor Seminal Weak and learn nll'aboutthe work at once. Now I* the
ne**. Involuntary Seminal Lo**e*. Impnteney. time. Don’t delAy. AddressTurn A Co , Augus5-17
Mental and Phyalcalincapacity. Impedimentaio ta.
Marriage,etc.: al*o. Coneumptlon. fcpllep*y and
til*, induced by aelf-indulgeuce or ».exi]al extravagance. Ac.

Maine.

season appears, by all reports, to be sever-

dealing they feel confident of giving satisfactionto
all those who wish to favor them with part of their
trade.

Warranted.

General Blackamithing done

g. j. vaarwerk.
Holland, Mich., Sept. 10, 1875.

—

THE

Walsh's Cough Candy.

Work

Rockingham and YTdlow f/WW)
Ware in large supplies.

4

AROMATIC

IsT

1

aad dispatch.

liberal deduction to

who buy

b

for

SIXTY DOLLARS

quantities.

England for unusual symptoms of early
vegetation; and this is still more the case
in France, where in some districts the
in

*ell

Prop’r.

The undersignedannounces to the Public that
they have finishedtheir new Meat-Market,and are
now ready to supply their customer*with all kind*
of Meats and Sausage*. By promptness and fair

Thi* wagon i* the best wagon In r.*e in thi* State
and the only *lope-*pokedwagon manufac
lured. It i* a better wagon than the Jackson Wagon, and I will sell them just a*
cheap, and give a written wariauly
for one year. Wagon* of my
(own 'manufactureI will

SCHOOL LANTERN. FAMILY LANTERN. plete stock
PEOPLE S LANTERN.
Each atyle being the be*t of Its clan* In the market. and C. C. Ware.

By Aid. Sipp,

weeks

-

SOUTH BEND, IND.

Mag-

MINDERHOCT,

FIRST WARD.

litter lire's S'"’

CROCKERY!

W.

etc.

Also sole Agent for the

hand
of White Granite All

City Marshal.— Carried.

up on the

MEAT MARKET

than any

Being Mannfacturer*of the
Micro-Scientific
Lantern,
intend to devote to this lincol
Ilanlted, Thai the Com. on Poor be inStereo- Panopticon,
trade the necessary attention,
structed to call on every able person which
UnirersityStereirpticon,
received aid from the city and that they
Artoplicnn,
and will keep on
a comAdvertiser's Stereopticon,
shall work at something at the rate of 50

papers has taken the trouble to

J.

one in this City.

ar? the Headquarter* for every thing in the
way of

ic

fitted

ed with the Hotel.

Light & Heavy Wagons.

SLEIGHS TRUCES

By Aid Dykema,

al

Agents a large and well lighted sample

42-ly

JACOB KUITE.

Stereopticons and

Floor.

For the convenience of Commercial

Top or Open Buggies

paid for Hides.

Photographic! Materials.
We

on First

Office

MANUFACTURER OF

The Highest market prices

I will

MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS.

present winter is remarkable

elegant furniture.

Harrington,Jr.

187(1.

and

new and

;

John Vaupei.l.
Holland, Dec. 2,

are spacious

UAUANTKED. well furnished with

c,

TEAMING DONE ON SHORT NOTICE.

will pay the highest

Alboi, Sraphoscotemd Suitable7im,

—Adopted and ordered paid.

The

UTS

tu UNO

GIVE USA TRIAL,

DOESBURG.

prices for all meats.

!

J. W. Ten lla»f. wood for Engine house ... $33 00
F. J. Ort. wutc ding tire ..................
125
E. Van den Veen & Uo ..................
. 3 75
J. Klootwljksawing wood ........ ... .......3 25
P. Ko dug mnrshai ........................ 32 25
<). J. Do shurg printing ...................
3 00
M. Joukman sundries.....................
7 01

—

The Rooms

.JaASSiJl- roiHAH,

I

Y:r~:.

CHR0M0S & FRAMES,
Stereoscopes & Views,

1

The Proprietorannounce* to the Pubic that no
pain* will be Hpared by him ,o make thin Hom>«
FIRST-CLASS in every re*pect.

Fine hor^ow and beautiful carriage*,cutter*, and
all kind* of vehicle* can alway* be obtainedat oui

ground floor. Livery connect-

Opp. MetropolitanHotel.
such committee, Manufacturers, Importers and Dealers

The Council then took a recess of ten
minutes.

IIAUN WEST OF CITY HOTEL.

room has been

MtuMi,

1

quired ordinances.—Carried.

John A. Roost,

1875.

HOLLAND. MICH

Meat Market,

•

under

Produce will be receive and at

Stable at reasonable rate*.

J. 0.

.

livery, Si!e udiBoird Stable,

All the lending Patent Medicine!* In the market.
A lull Stock of the very bc!*t Perfumery eold in
bottle or by measure.

City Hotel,

The clerk reported the bond of

cents per day

of

IE ID

CITY HOTEL,

Paint Brushes.

THE

The chair appointed ns
1)\ kema and Cropley.

Holland, Mich., November 5,

Hair and

|

IVIXCH

Oils

Counter, Cloth,

Datkd: Holland. Mich . December 28 A. D. 1876.
The Committee on Poor made out their
CHARLES STORING. Aiuignte of Mnigaijt.
semi monthly report asking the appropria- Howakd & McBride. Att'y*.for Assign**,
tion of $110.— Adopted and orders ordeicd
drawn lor the amount.

That the president pro-tem appoint a committeeof two with health
otbeer and City Attorney to draw up re-

T

-A. nsr

Chamois Skins,

]

Pieter
Koniog as constable of the Hnl ward w ith
M. I). Howard and Jacob Kuite as sureties. — Approved.

HOLLAND,

Trusses,

j

The Com. on Fire Departmentreporied
verbally as having delivered the wood ns
per instructionsof lie Council.— Accepted.
t

and

Paints

Provisions etc

invite the Public

EIGHTH STREET.

Medicines,

”

Flour A Feed,

to come and examine our stock and
judge for themselves. Our line of clothing is very large and
complete and we have no doubt but we can satisfy all who
wish to purchase.

Dnur*,

J. W. Ten Haaf. cordwood .................$17.58
H. Boone, livery .................... .... COO
H. Meeugs, sundries ...... ............. 8.27
II.
................... 2 <0
J. Kramer, repairing hose ........ ........ 8.00

Groceries,

RIVER STREET,

mmi

nii: mi

70,

followinghills:

—Adopted and

LOESBTJHG,

J. 0.

—Adopted and bills ordered paid.
The Com. on Claims and Accounts reported reciimmendiog the payment of the

Meyer

the Winter trade.

Full

The Com. <»n Streets,Ronds and Bridges
reported the following persons as being,
entitled to pay for city tax-work:

Notions and Trimmings,
Hats & Caps,

Crockery,
Stoneware,

Misses Wear.

13.00

<jo

IlST

Clothing,

Youth and

trade,

KOFFERS,

&

DEALERS
Mtato of Michigan on the 19th day ol
I)., 187:1. at 1 o’clock p. m., of aald day. In Liber
“Y" of Mortgages,on page 43b!, which aaid Mortgage. waa on the 4th da# of October. A. D., 1478.
duty aoalgned by William Kattc to Clmrlei Storing,
of Holland City, Ottawa Ccnnty, Michigan, and
said assignmentwas recorded in the office of the
Register of Deeds, in and for the County of Ottawa and State of Michigan, on the 4th day of October. A. D. 1878, at one o'clock, p. m., of said day.
In Liber ‘•4" of Mortgager,on page 831. And
whereas there Is now due and unpaid at this date,
on said Mortgage the sum of $165.45 for principal
and interest,and whereas the raid mortage contains a condition that when any proceedingsshall
betaken to foreclose said mortgage by virtue of
the power of sale therein contained,the sum of
line for
$15 as solicitorsor attorneys fee shall be paid by
the party of the first part to the party of the
Holland, Jan. 1, 1876.
second part, and all the legal costs and charges of
such foreclosure and sale In case any proceedings
shall be taken to foreclosethe same, and no suit at
law or In chanceryhaving been instltntcdtorecover
said debt or any part (hereof; Now therfore.notice
ip hereby given that by virtue of the power of sale
containedIn said mortgage and or the statute In
such case made and provided the said mortgage
will be forecUxied by a sale of the morigngcd preniinen. or Mi much thereof ac in necessary to satisfy
the amount clue on said mortgage, for principaland NO.
Interest,laid attorney fee and co-ta and expeiun-s
of advertleing and nue allowed by law. at public
auction or renduc to the higheat bidder on the
Third {H)day of Afiril. A. I). 1877. at one o’clock
in the afternoon of said dav at the front door of
the Court House, In the Cjty of Grand Haven in
s lid county, that being the place for holding the
Circuit Court for said county, ’’he said mortgaged
Are sold as cheap at this Drug Store as at any
premisestube sold are described as follows, viz:
all that certain piece or parcel of land, situate In
other. Medicineswarrantedto be strictlypure.
the City of Holland, in the County of Ottawa and
State of Michigan, to-wll: the east half of lot
numbered four (4) In block numbered twenty nine
|2U) according to the plat of said city, of record as
of the Village of Holland In t1 e Register* office of
Ottawa County, State of Michigan.

'stock

of

DUURSEMA

Eighth Street, City of Holland.

Minutes of the previous meeting were
read and approved.

payment

a well assorted

to sec.

of Goods for the Fait and Winter

-AT—

Mortgage Sale.

in regular
order by Aid.

~~X3tx

If you wish

1877.

20,

Common Council met

,

7

BOOTS & SHOES

dSiftr ^dvcrtisrincnts.

r

,

jBKUjm kT

*v.n

.

OBlcial.1

Common

TuKsn.vr, February

The

jbdAiu

PLEASANT TO TAKE.
|

j

CMDY

try

it.

N. B.— Dealers sup

plied at wholesale
rales at the

Citf/ Hritg Store.

1

48— fimo

$30,000

Price, In a *ealcd envelope, only *ii cent*.

records of past centuries for examples of

T ; TEE 7702111*3 CLASS.— Ws are now prepared
The celebrated author. In thi* admirable Kenny
o Loan on good improved farms in sum* of
clearlydemonstrate*,
from a thiny year*’ sucec**- to furnish all classes with constant employment at
like abnormal winters, and gives the fol$30o and upwards. Time to suit borrower,
ful practice, that the alarming consequence* of home, the whole of the time, or for their spare
FREEMAN LATHROP,
lowing instances of premature springs: In
moments. Bnslnes* new light ai d profitable.
.
T,
,
| »elf-abn*emay be radicallycured without the danIn*. A Loan agent. 100 Monroe, 8t.,
Perion* of either sex easily earn fiom 50 cents io
the winter of 1183 the fruit trees in France
(Nearly opposite Morton House.)
Knitting
*.*> per evening, and a proportional sura by devotGRAND RAPIDS. MICH.
Now attraeting universal attention by It* aston- simple, certain, and eflVctual.by mean* of which ing their whole time to the business. Bov* and
were in bloom in December, and the vine
every sufferer,no matter wtiat hi* conditionmay girls earn nearly a* much as men. That all who
in Fflin.flry. In the winter ol 1288. vio.
'’f.'Glll
he. may cure himself cheaply, privately, and radl see this notice may send their address, and test the
business we make thi* unparalleled offer: To such
‘
cally.
lets picked
in the meadows on the hanks rariety of plain or fancy work
11T This Le< tnrc should be iu the hand* of as arc not well satisfiedwe will send one dollar to
pay for the trouble of writing. Full particulars, A 3 Acre Fruit Farm containing some 300 bearing
of the Rhine were sold in the streets of
almost
speed, every youth and every man in the land
samples worth severaldollars to commence work grape vines. 100 Currant bushes; 8t raw berries:
Sent
under
seal,
in
a
plain
envelope,
to
any
adCologne. Cornflowers were seen in Feb- and give* perfect shape and finish to all garment*.
on. and acopyol Home and Fireside, one of the Pears. Apple. Quince. Chestnnt. Mulberry.Apprldress, j)ost-paid,on receipt of six cent* or two
largestand best Illustrated Publications, all sent cot. Cherry and Peach trees in hearing.
ruary, and the vine was in blossom upon It villkrlt apalrcflocki in fifteen mlnutei! Every post stamp*.
fh-^ by mail. Reader, if you want permanent,
machine W A It RANT El) perfect, and to do just
No money required down inquire of
Address the Publishers,
profitablework, address. Gkohge Btinson A Co..
the hillsidesof I he Moselle in the month what is rsjirtuntfd. A complete instruction book
J. VAN LAN DEC. END.
Portland. Maine.
accompanieseach machine.
Holland, April 19'
F.
of April. In 1572 the trees were covered
No. 1 Family Machine.1 cylinder.72 needle*, $3fi.
41 Ann 8t , Mow York; Post Office Box. 1586.
with leaves in January, and the young
No.
•• 72 A 100
$40.
A
sample
machine
will
he
sent
to
any
part
of
the
birds were hatched in February. In 1021
for Sale.
United Statu* or Canada,(where we have no agent).
there was a general flowering of shrubs expresschargee pre paid, on receqtt of the price.
I will sell eighty acres of splendid clay
Agent* wanted In every State. County. City and soil, six miles from this city. Near church
and plants in February. In 1553 there
Town, to whom very liberal discount* will he
and school house, at a bargain, 80 acres
was neither snow nor frost. In 1782 the made.
Address, BicKman Knitting Machine Mro. Co. of this land is partiallyimproved. Also
heat was extraordinary in December.
5.18-ly Sole Manufacturer*.BrattlefcCM, Vt. 10 acres of unimprovedland in the Towna full line in Ladies1 Furnishing Goods,
There were thunder storms as in August,
ship of Fillmore. Inquire of

_

j

.... ,,

With

Magical

A Family

‘ ' *

.....

3

T

.

Machine!

FOB SALE.

Brugman

"

**

2

A Son.

“

5-17

1875.

Farm

FALI.

AND

W1NTKR.

1876.

Millinery, Toys and Fancy Goods.

and everything was In blossom in January. In 1821 the temperature was singularly mild; green peas were in flower in

December,and the rye was gathered in
before the 24lh of June. The vine harvest was one of the most remarkable of
the present century. The winter of 1857
is the last which can be placed on the list
of “ spring winters.’'

It

is

under contemplationto break up

good

service for

Planing

Mill.

In re-building our new shop we have pur
chased entire new Machinery,

Of

the

Most Approved Patterns;

And we arc confident we can
want
a

very historical vessel at Sheerneas, that
did

42-1

King James

II., iu

wbc

Planing, Matching,

has been used as a Government
lighter, and occasionally as a landing
stage for the Great Eastern steamship.
It is named the Royal Escape, and on the
dock-yard books appears as Lighter No.

The

vessel in which Charles

4.

sailed from

II.

Holland to resume the throne of England
was two years ago employed
stage at

Ncwhuven

on the

ns

a landing

Sussex coast,

and probably does duty there

to

day.

A

M, Reidsema & Son.

Now

Carpets,

HYING OF LUMP EH
Feathers
WE SHALL MAKE A

ootDe.

H. W.

&

VFRBEEK &
46

Co.

lull

all

Shawls,

kinds of Gloves.

supply of

fall

and winter hats

of the latest styles.

GREATLY

It

Shawls we make
Beautiful Furs, and

at

—

EDUCED PRICES. Call and

the good* are marked down, and I hereby *e)
Iclt the good will and patronage of the public.

Holland, Mich., Oct.

18,

1870.

L.

large,

variety

Ornamental Feathers.

Examine. No Trouble to Show Goods.

All

SIMON RIEDSEMA.

a specialty.

Fur Cloak trimming, and a

of

Feather Beds,

—

SPECIALITY.

AND BLINDS,

A

all

and Winter

and

Elegant Dress Goods, Fine Cloaking and

Wall Paper,
Window Shades,

I)

DOORS, SASH

and

Oilcloths,

STEAM

Or anything in our line, manufactured on abort

Cloaking, Fall

offer* bis complete stock of Good* con
*l*ting of

DH/12T KILIsT
AND THE

Suits, Infants’ Misses and Ladies’ Cloaks,

Furniture,

Or Re-Sawing Done.
WE HAVE

HOWARD.

I the undersignedhaving become sole proprietor
of the furniture house, formerly under the firm
name of

helping him to escape to France. This
vessel

M.D.

NOTICE!
J.

satisfy all

f

And

&

S.

YM DEN

ETOHTH: STREET

BERGE,

HOXiDAND, MICH

